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We extend to the variable coefficient case boundary layer techniques that have
been successful in the treatment of the Laplace equation and certain other constant
coefficient elliptic partial differential equations on Lipschitz domains in Euclidean
space. We treat the Laplace operator on Lipschitz domains in a manifold with C1
metric tensor and study the Dirichlet, Neumann, and oblique derivative boundary
problems.  1999 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
After the fundamental work of Caldero n [C] and of Coifman et al.
[CMM] on singular integrals on Lipschitz curves and surfaces, there
followed applications to the Dirichlet and Neumann problems on C1 and
Lipschitz domains in Rn, via boundary layer techniques, in [FJR, Ve],
augmenting results of [Dah2, JK]. These works give highly nontrivial
extensions to Lipschitz domains of detailed results known classically for
such boundary problems on smooth domains in Rn. Other boundary
problems, for constant coefficient operators on Lipschitz domains in Rn,
have been tackled, including work in [DKV, FKV, MMP].
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Results for these boundary value problems also have well known treat-
ments for elliptic operators with smooth coefficients in smooth domains.
Somewhat more recent developments concern BVP’s for second-order,
elliptic divergence-form operators with non-smooth coefficients in the
Euclidean unit ball; see [Ke] for a comprehensive survey of this active field
of research.
Another (considerably older) thread, vigorously pursued by many people
in the 1950’s, involves the study of natural boundary problems for the
Laplace operator on a Riemannian manifold. In this context, as far as
smoothness assumptions are concerned, the most relaxed hypotheses are
due to Morrey [Mor]. He uses variational methods and requires a
Lipschitz metric tensor and some smoothness on the boundary, namely
that it be of class C1, 1.
One instance of the close relationship between these two basic directions
(which also reveals the role played by the smoothness of the metric tensor)
is the fact that, as long as n3, any divergence-form operator
Lu=:
i, j
i (aij (x)  ju),
where A(x)=(aij (x)) ij is a positive-definite, n_n matrix-valued function in
a domain 0/Rn, coincides (up to left multiplication by a power of
det A(x)) with the LaplaceBeltrami operator 2g of the manifold 0
equipped with the Riemannian metric tensor
g(x)=(det A(x))1(n&2) :
i, j
aij (x) dx i dxj ,
where aij are the entries in A&1.
Our goal is to extend the boundary layer techniques for Lipschitz
domains to the variable coefficient case, with particular emphasis on the
Laplace operator on a Riemannian manifold with C1 metric tensor.
In Section 1 we extend estimates of [CMM] from (formal) convolution
type operators to a variable coefficient setting. A different extension is
discussed in Section 2. In Section 3 we analyze the fundamental solution of
a Schro dinger operator L=2&V, assumed to be negative-definite
(a requirement that will be relaxed in Section 10), where 2 is the
LaplaceBeltrami operator on a Riemannian manifold M with C 1 metric
tensor and the potential V belongs to L(M). In much of that section we
work in the more general setting of a Lipschitz metric tensor, but at the
end, to achieve a setting in which the results of Section 1 apply, we restrict
to C 1 metric tensors.
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In Section 4 we apply these results to an analysis of the boundary
integral equations that arise in the study of the Dirichlet and Neumann
problems for L on a Lipschitz domain 0/M. Then, in Sections 57, we
derive implications for these boundary problems. Section 5 deals with
solutions to Lu=0 in 0 with Dirichlet boundary data, u= f on 0, with
f # L2(0). We also extend this to f # L p(0), 2&=<p. In Section 6
we consider the Neumann boundary problem, Lu=0, & u= g, with
g # L2(0), or more generally g # L p(0), for p close to 2. Methods of
Section 6 are helpful in Section 7, returning to the Dirichlet problem, with
regular boundary data, i.e., f # H1(0) (or, more generally, f # H1, p(0),
with p close to 2). In outline, the approach to the material in Sections 47
is somewhat parallel to that of [Ve]. However, there are a number of
important technical differences, some of which arise from our low
regularity assumptions on the coefficients.
In Section 8 we show that solutions to Lu=0 satisfying appropriate non-
tangential estimates (such as those considered in Sections 57) necessarily
have strong, pointwise a.e. nontangential boundary values (as dealt with in
those sections). In Section 9 we complement uniqueness results for L2
boundary data with uniqueness results for L p boundary data, for p close
to 2.
In Section 10 we extend the scope of some of our previous investigations,
relaxing the hypothesis that V0 on 0 (while still requiring V0 on
M"0 ). Results here include a study of L=2&*j on 0, where *j is an
eigenvalue of 2 on 0, with the Dirichlet boundary condition. They are also
relevant in connection with basic problems in scattering theory by rough
obstacles in the anisotropic setting.
In Section 11 we treat a class of oblique derivative problems. We extend
results of [C2] on such problems to Lipschitz domains in manifolds with
C1 metric tensors, and we also extend the class of vector fields considered,
to include bounded, VMO vector fields, transverse to 0.
We mention that we do not need any topological restrictions on 0 (such
as that 0 be connected), required in much earlier work on the application
of layer potentials. Our freedom to adjust V on M"0 is helpful here.
Recently, [MiD] has produced an analysis of the flat Laplacian on
Lipschitz domains in Rn that does not require such a topological restric-
tion, using a different method, involving a combination of single and
double layer potentials. We do assume for simplicity that 0 is connected.
Our results can easily be reformulated in the more general case, by looking
separately at each connected component.
At the end of this paper there are three appendices. Appendix A sets
down some definitions of Lipschitz domains, nontangential maximal func-
tions and limits, etc., in the context of manifolds. Appendix B discusses an
intrinsic definition of the sort of principal-value integrals that arise in our
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work. In Appendix C, we show that a formula used in Section 1, for the
nontangential limits of Cauchy-type integrals on Lipschitz surfaces, is
equivalent to another standard formula for these limits.
The scope of our investigations is further extended in [MMT]. In
particular, there we study various natural boundary problems for the
Hodge Laplacian, acting on forms, on a Lipschitz domain in a manifold
with Riemannian metric of limited regularity.
1. VARIABLE COEFFICIENT CAUCHY INTEGRALS ON
LIPSCHITZ SURFACES
Let 1 be a Lipschitz graph in Rn, of the form xn=,(x1 , ..., xn&1) for
some Lipschitz function , : Rn&1  R. The following classical result is a
consequence (via the method of rotations) of the result of Coifman et al.
[CMM] (following the breakthrough in [C]) on the Cauchy integral on
Lipschitz curves.
Theorem 1.1. There exists N=N(n) such that, if k # CN(Rn"0) is odd
(i.e., k(&x)=&k(x)) and homogeneous of degree &(n&1), then k(x& y)
is the kernel of an operator K bounded on L p(1), for 1<p<, of norm
&K&L(Lp)C( p, 1 ) &k | Sn&1 &CN . (1.1)
Here, L p(1 ) is defined using surface measure (i.e., (n&1)-dimensional
Hausdorff measure) on 1. We aim to prove a ‘‘variable coefficient’’ version
of this result.
Proposition 1.2. There exists M=M(n) such that the following holds.
Let b(x, z) be odd in z and homogeneous of degree &(n&1) in z, and assume
D:z b(x, z) is continuous and bounded on R
n_S n&1, for |:|M. Then
b(x, x& y) is the kernel of an operator B, bounded on L p(1), for 1<p<.
Proof. The classical method of spherical harmonic decomposition due
to Caldero n and Zygmund works in this case. Thus, we can write
b(x, z)= :
j1
b j (x) . j (z|z| ) |z| &(n&1), (1.2)
where [.j : j1] is an orthonormal basis of L2(S n&1) consisting of eigen-
functions of the Laplace operator on the sphere S n&1. Furthermore, we can
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assume that .j is odd whenever bj {0. With N as in Theorem 1.1 and M
sufficiently larger than N, the regularity hypothesis implies
&bj&L &.j&CNCj&2. (1.3)
Note that, if kj (x)=.j (x|x| ) |x|&(n&1) with .j odd, then the operator Kj
on L p(1 ) with kernel k j (x& y) is estimable by Theorem 1.1, and, for
f # L p(1 ),
Bf (x)= :
j1
bj (x) Kj f (x). (1.4)
Hence,
&B&L(Lp) C( p, 1 ) : &b j&L &.j &CN
C( p, 1 ) sup
|:|M
&D:z b(x, z)&L(Rn_Sn&1) , (1.5)
and the proof is done. K
Proposition 1.2 applies to the Schwartz kernels of certain pseudodifferen-
tial operators. We recall that a pseudodifferential operator p(x, D) with
symbol p(x, !) is given by
p(x, D) u=(2?)&n2 | p(x, !) u^(!) eix } ! d!
=(2?)&n || p(x, !) ei(x& y) } !u( y) dy d!. (1.6)
This is an oscillatory integral, in the sense, e.g., of [H]. There are several
symbol classes of importance. One class, denoted S m1, 0 , is defined by
p(x, !) # S m1, 0  |D
;
xD
:
! p(x, !)|C:;(!)
m&|:|. (1.7)
Here, (!)=(1+|!|2)12. Some results on operators with symbols in this
class will be given in Section 2. Here, we are concerned with a smaller class
of symbols. We say p(x, !) # S mcl if
p(x, !)tpm(x, !)+ pm&1(x, !)+ } } } , (1.8)
with p& smooth in x and ! and homogeneous of degree & in ! (for |!|1).
The meaning of (1.8) is that, for each k1, the difference between the left
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side and the sum of the first k terms on the right belong to S m&k1, 0 . The term
pm(x, !) in (1.8) is called the principal symbol of p(x, D).
More generally, if the terms p& are merely C r in x, for some r # [0, ),
while still smooth in ! # Rn"0 and homogeneous of degree &, we say
p(x, !) # C rS mcl , and we say p(x, D) # OPC
rS mcl . The notion of asymptotic
sum in (1.8) is then weakened in the appropriate fashion. Basic material on
these symbol classes, as well as other symbol classes with limited regularity
in x, can be found in [T2].
Another type of pseudodifferential operator is defined by
q(D, x) u=(2?)&n || q(!, y) ei(x& y) } !u( y) dy d!. (1.9)
The Schwartz kernel of q(D, x) is
(2?)&n2 q~ (x& y, y)=(2?)&n | q(!, y) ei(x& y) } ! d!, (1.10)
also interpreted as an oscillatory integral. Any operator of the form (1.9)
can be rewritten in the form (1.6) if q(!, x) belongs to S mcl , but for symbols
in C rS mcl with r<, these operator classes do not coincide. If q(!, y)
belongs to such a symbol class, we write q(D, x) # O3 PC rS mcl . Note that
O3 PC rS mcl consists of formal adjoints of elements of OPC
rS mcl . There is also
a simple formula for composition of operators in these two classes; we have
p(x, D) q(D, x) u=(2?)&n || p(x, !) q(!, y) ei(x& y) } !u( y) dy d!. (1.11)
This formula will be useful in Section 3.
We have the following analogue of Proposition 1.2, which will be applied
to an operator q(D, x) # O3 PC0S &1cl whose principal symbol is odd in !.
Proposition 1.3. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 1.2, b( y, x& y) is
the kernel of an operator B , bounded on L p(1 ), for 1<p<.
Proof. One argues just as in the proof of Proposition 1.2, using this
time
B f (x)= :
j1
Kj (bj f )(x). K (1.12)
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Now operators in OPC0S &1cl and in O3 PC
0S &1cl have Schwartz kernels
that differ from those treated in Propositions 1.2 and 1.3 by kernels with
weak singularities, and with a different asymptotic behavior far from the
diagonal. For our purposes it is sufficient to use the elementary conse-
quence that the conclusions of these propositions hold, provided one acts
on functions with support on a given compact subset 10 of 1, and
estimates the norm of the resulting function over 10 . In the rest of this
section we will restrict attention to this case.
We now state the consequence of Propositions 1.2 and 1.3 most directly
relevant for the analysis in Section 3.
Proposition 1.4. If p(x, !), q(!, x) # C 1S &2cl have principal symbols that
are even in !, then the Schwartz kernels of j p(x, D), p(x, D)  j , j q(D, x),
and q(D, x) j are all kernels of operators bounded on L p(10), for 1<p<.
The operator K in (1.1) is a principal-value singular integral operator,
Kf (x)=P.V. |
1
k(x& y) f ( y) d_( y)
= lim
=  0 |[ y # 1 : |x& y|>=] k(x& y) f ( y) d_( y), (1.13)
where d_ is the area element of 1 induced from the Euclidean structure of
Rn. By the discussion in Appendix B, we may replace Euclidean balls in the
definition of P.V. 1 by ‘‘geodesic’’ balls, in the given C
1 metric. The advan-
tage of this latter interpretation is that it provides an intrinsic description
of principal value type integrals and, hence, allows us to work directly on
the manifold. From now on, we shall always assume that P.V.  is taken in
this invariant sense.
Similarly, the operator B and B in Propositions 1.2 and 1.3 are given by
Bf (x)=P.V. |
1
b(x, x& y) f ( y) d_( y),
(1.14)
B f (x)=P.V. |
1
b( y, x& y) f ( y) d_( y).
These are related to the operators, defined for x # Rn"1,
Kf (x)=|
1
k(x& y) f ( y) d_( y) (1.15)
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and
Bf (x)=|
1
b(x, x& y) f ( y) d_( y),
(1.16)
B f (x)=|
1
b( y, x& y) f ( y) d_( y),
in ways we now discuss.
First, there are estimates on nontangential maximal functions. If 1 is a
Lipschitz graph, with Lipschitz constant L, and if >1 is chosen, then
for each x # 1, consider the cone Cx=C+x, where C=[x # Rn:
L |x$||xn |1]. For a function u defined on Rn, we define the
nontangential maximal function:
u*(x)= sup
y # Cx
|u( y)|, x # 1. (1.17)
From the work cited above it is known that, under the hypotheses of
Theorem 1.1, and with K as in (1.15), one has, for f # L p(1 ), 1<p<,
&(Kf )*&Lp(1 )C & f &Lp(1 ) , (1.18)
with a bound on C of the form (1.1). Now, under the hypotheses of
Proposition 1.2, if B is as in (1.16) then, by (1.4), we have
(Bf )* (x) :
j1
&bj &L (Kj f )* (x). (1.19)
Also, under the hypotheses of Proposition 1.3, if B is as in (1.16), then, by
(1.12), we have
(B f )* (x):
j
(Kj (bj f ))* (x). (1.20)
Thus, using estimates of the form (1.3), we have:
Proposition 1.5. If p(x, !), q(!, x) # C0S &1cl have principal symbols that
are odd in !, then their Schwartz kernels are the kernels of operators B, B ,
satisfying
&(Bf )*&Lp(10)Cp & f &Lp(10) , &(B f )*&Lp(10)Cp & f &Lp(10) , (1.21)
uniformly in f, ( f supported on 10), for each 1<p<.
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Extending jump relations given in [FJR] in the case of the (flat)
Laplacian, we shall prove that Kf has nontangential boundary values a.e.
on 1, which are related to Kf by:
(Kf )\ (x)= 12 iP&1(n(x)) f (x)+Kf (x) (1.22)
at almost every boundary point x. Here, (Kf )+ (x) is the limit from above
1 and (Kf )& (x) is the limit from below 1 (within the cone Cx),
n(x) # T x*Rn is the unit, downward pointing, conormal to 1 at x (defined
a.e. on 1 ), and P&1(!) is the principal symbol (homogeneous of degree &1
in !) of the operator Pu(x)=Rn k(x& y) u( y) dy; note that P # OPS
&1
cl .
The proof of the formula (1.22) is deferred to Appendix C, so as not to
interrupt the main flow of the discussion at this point.
Given (1.22), the superposition arguments used above yield:
Proposition 1.6. If p(x, !), q(!, x) are as in Proposition 1.5, with prin-
cipal symbols p&1(x, !), q&1(!, x), then, a.e. on 10 , we have nontangential
limits
(Bf )\ (x)=  12 ip&1(x, n(x)) f (x)+Bf (x),
(1.23)(B f )\(x)=  12 iq&1(n(x), x) f (x)+B f (x),
for any f # L p(10), 1<p<.
To consider an example for which the results above apply, suppose Rn
is given a smooth Riemannian metric and 2 is its LaplaceBeltrami
operator, and E # OPS &2cl is a parametrix for L=2&V, where V is smooth
and 0. Assume for simplicity that the metric tensor is asymptotically
Euclidean. Then Proposition 1.4 applies to j E and Ej , so the associated
double layer potentials are bounded on L p(10). It is standard to write the
action of E=E(x, D) as
E(x, D) u=|
Rn
E(x, y) u( y) d Volg( y)
=|
Rn
E(x, y) u( y) - g( y) dy, (1.24)
where - g( y) dy is the volume element associated with the Riemannian
metric gjk , so g( y)=det(g jk( y)). The single layer potential associated with
this is then
Sf (x)=|
1
E(x, y) f ( y) d_g( y)=|
1
E(x, y) f ( y) \( y) d_( y), (1.25)
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where d_g( y)=\( y) d_( y) is the area element on 1 inherited from the
Riemannian metric gjk , which differs from that inherited from the
Euclidean metric $jk by a factor \ # L(1 ). In such a case,
j Sf (x)=Bj f (x), (1.26)
for Bj of the form treated in Proposition 1.5, corresponding to pj (x, !) #
S &1cl with principal symbol
p&1, j (x, !)=&i
\(x)
- g(x)
G(x, !)&1 !j , G(x, !)= g jk(x) !j!k , (1.27)
where (g jk) is the matrix inverse of (gjk). By (1.23), we have, for a.e. x # 1,
(jSf )\ (x)=  12 ip&1, j (x, n(x)) f (x)+K j* f (x), (1.28)
where
K j* f (x)=P.V. |
1
E
xj
(x, y) f ( y) \( y) d_( y). (1.29)
Note that
p&1, j (x, n(x))=&i
\(x)
- g(x)
G(x, n(x))&1 nj (x). (1.30)
Now, the unit conormal to 1 with respect to the metric gjk is given by
&j (x)=G(x, n(x))&12 nj (x), (1.31)
and the outward unit normal to 1 with respect to this metric is given by
& j (x)= g jk(x) &k(x). (1.32)
Thus we have
(& jjSf )\ (x)= 12A(x) f (x)+&
j (x) K j* f (x), (1.33)
with
A(x)=
\(x)
- g(x)
g jk(x) nk(x) nj (x) G(x, n(x))&32
(1.34)
=
\(x)
- g(x)
G(x, n(x))&12=1,
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the last identity being a standard formula for the area element of a hyper-
surface in a Riemannian manifold (which works as well for Lipschitz
hypersurfaces as for C1 hypersurfaces). Hence we recover, in the context of
a Lipschitz hypersurface in a smooth Riemannian manifold, the standard
formula
\ & Sf+\ (x)=\
1
2
I+K*+ f (x), (1.35)
with
K*f (x)=:
j
P.V. |
1
& j (x)
E
xj
(x, y) f ( y) \( y) d_( y)
(1.36)
=P.V. |
1
&x E(x, y) f ( y) d_g( y).
There is a similar treatment of double layer potentials, defined by
Df (x)=|
1
E
&y
(x, y) f ( y) d_g( y). (1.37)
One has
(Df )\ (x)=(\12I+K) f (x) (1.38)
nontangentially a.e. on 1, with
Kf (x)=P.V. |
1
E
&y
(x, y) f ( y) d_g( y). (1.39)
The operators K and K* are adjoints on the Hilbert space L2(1, d_g).
A variant of the case considered above arises on a smooth, compact,
connected manifold M, endowed with a smooth Riemannian metric. If
L=2&V, with a smooth V0 that is >0 somewhere, then L is inver-
tible, with inverse E # OPS&2(M). If 0 is a Lipschitz domain in M, then
one can use local coordinates and a partition of unity to construct
operators to which Propositions 1.21.5 apply, and then obtain results
parallel to (1.24)(1.39). (See Appendix A for definitions of various con-
cepts concerning Lipschitz domains in smooth manifolds.) In Section 3 we
will extend such an analysis to the case where M has a Riemannian metric
that is only C1.
We mention a couple of extensions of the results presented above. First,
if the operators acting on elements of L p(1 ) in Theorem 1.1 are represented
in terms of operators acting on elements of L p(Rn&1), via the map
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x$ [ (x$, ,(x$)), and if the factor :(x$) in the representation of d_ as
:(x$) dx$ is absorbed into the element of L p, one has a class of CZOs whose
kernels satisfy ‘‘standard estimates.’’ It is a general result (see, e.g.,
[Jo, p. 52]) that such operators are bounded on L p(Rn&1, | dx$) for every
Ap weight | on Rn&1. Hence the operators treated in Theorem 1.1 are
bounded on L p(1, | d_) for every Ap weight |, when p # (1, ). Now the
same arguments as used in the proofs of Propositions 1.2 and 1.3 apply to
give the following result, which will be useful in Section 11:
Proposition 1.7. For any p # (1, ) and any Ap weight | on 1, the
operators treated in Proposition 1.4 are all bounded on L p(10 , | d_).
Second, there are extensions of Theorem 1.1 to the case where 1 is an
m-dimensional Lipschitz graph in Rn, as in [Dav]. In such a case, k(x)
should be odd and homogeneous of degree &m. The arguments given in
the proofs of Propositions 1.21.3 again extend, to yield:
Proposition 1.8. Let 1 be an m-dimensional Lipschitz graph in Rn. If
p(x, !) and q(!, x) # C0S &(n&m)cl have principal symbols that are odd in !,
then the Schwartz kernels of p(x, D) and q(D, x) are the kernels of operators
bounded on L p(10), for any p # (1, ) and any compact 10 /1.
There are further classes of surfaces, discussed in [Dav, DS], for which
extensions of Theorem 1.1 have been established, and there are corresponding
variable coefficient extensions of these results, along the same lines.
2. OPERATORS OF TYPE (1, 0) ON LIPSCHITZ SURFACES
Let 1 be as in Section 1. The following variant of Theorem 1.1 is a
consequence of the results of [CDM], via the method of rotations
(cf. also [DS]).
Theorem 2.1. If k # C(Rn"0) is odd and satisfies
|D;k(x)|C; |x|&(n&1)&|;|, ;0, (2.1)
then k(x& y) is the kernel of an operator K bounded on L p(1 ), for
1<p<, of norm
&K&L(Lp)C( p, 1) :
|;|N
C; , (2.2)
for some N=N(n).
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In view of the well-known relation between symbol estimates and
estimates on their Fourier transforms, we have the following.
Corollary 2.2. If P # C(Rn) is odd and belongs to S &11, 0(R
n), i.e.,
|D:P(!)|C:(!) &1&|:|, :0, (2.3)
then P (x& y) is the kernel of an operator K bounded on L p(1 ), for
1<p<, whose norm has an estimate of the form (2.2) (with perhaps a
larger value of N).
As in (1.7), we use the convention (!) =(1+|!|2)12. We aim to prove
a variable coefficient version of this corollary.
Proposition 2.3. Suppose p(x, !) is odd in ! and belongs to S &11, 0(R
n), i.e.,
|D;xD
:
! p(x, !)|C:;(!)
&1&|:|, :, ;0. (2.4)
Assume p(x, !) has compact x-support. Then the Schwartz kernel b(x, x& y)
of p(x, D) # OPS &11, 0 is the kernel of a bounded operator B on L
p(1), for
1<p<.
Proof. We borrow an idea from p. 266 of [T]. Take the partial
Fourrier transform of b(x, z) with respect to x:
b (’, z)=(2?)&n2 | b(x, z) e&ix } ’ d’, (2.5)
so
b(x, z)=(2?)&n2 | b (’, z) eix } ’ d’. (2.6)
Let F be the Banach space of functions on Rn for which (2.1) holds, for
|;|N(x). Then an integration by parts argument applied to (2.5) yields
&b (’, } )&F Cl(’) &l. (2.7)
Hence, b (’, x& y) is the kernel of an operator B (’) on L p(1 ), satisfying
&B (’)&L(Lp)Cl( p, 1 )(’) &l, (2.8)
and, for u # L p(1 ),
Bf (x)=(2?)&n2 | eix } ’B (’) f (x) d’. (2.9)
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Hence (taking l>n),
&Bf &Lp(1)Cl( p, 1) | (’) &l d’ } & f &Lp(1 )C( p, 1 ) & f &Lp(1) , (2.10)
as desired. K
In this case, we do not have such sharp control on the needed regularity
of p(x, !) in x as we do for the case treated in Section 1.
3. LAYER POTENTIALS FOR LIPSCHITZ DOMAINS IN
A MANIFOLD WITH C1 METRIC TENSOR
Let M be a compact, connected, smooth, n-dimensional manifold, with
a Riemannian metric tensor g=j, k gjk dxj dxk , which we do not
assume is smooth. This gives rise to the LaplaceBeltrami operator, which
in local coordinates (using the summation convention) has the form
2u=div grad u= g&12 j (g jkg12ku), (3.1)
where (g jk) is the inverse matrix to (gjk), and g=det(gjk). We aim to show
that, if the metric tensor is C1, and if 0 is a domain in M with nonempty
Lipschitz boundary, then 2 has a fundamental solution E(x, y) in a
neighborhood of 0 _0 satisfying the conclusions of Proposition 1.4
(modulo a relatively tame reminder).
Many of our estimates will hold under the more general hypothesis that
the metric tensor is Lipschitz, so we will work in that framework
throughout most of this section. While it will not play a direct role here,
we mention related work in [T3], on natural first order operators on a
manifold with metric tensor in the Zygmund class C1
*
.
We will examine a fundamental solution on M_M. To do this, and in
order to avoid complications of topological nature, it is convenient to
replace 2 by
L=2&V, (3.2)
for some V # L(M), V0, not identically zero.
Proposition 3.1. Assume the metric tensor g on M is Lipschitz (i.e.,
gjk # Lip(M)). Then, for 1<p<, and 0<r<1, the map
L : H r+1, p(M)  H r&1, p(M) (3.3)
is an isomorphism.
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Before we present the proof of this result, a comment is in order.
A simple but useful observation is that if p=2 then we may allow 0r1
in the conclusion of Proposition 3.1. To see this, observe that L : H1(M) 
H&1(M) is an isomorphism, a very elementary estimate shows. Second, the
H2-regularity, implying that L : H 2(M)  L2(M) is an isomorphism, is well
known (cf. Proposition 5.3 below for references). Then the full result
follows by interpolation.
Proof. We first show that the map (3.3) is Fredholm. To do this, we use
local coordinates and a partition of unity, to implement the symbol
smoothing, of the sort described in Chapter 1 of [T2] (following work of
[KN, Bo]). We apply symbol smoothing separately to g&12j and to
g jkg12k . We choose $ # (0, 1) and write g&12j as a sum of an operator
with symbol in S 11, $ and a remainder with symbol in Lip
1 S 1&$1, $ . Similarly,
we write g jkg12k as a sum of an operator with symbol in S 11, $ and a
remainder with symbol in Lip1 S 1&$1, $ . Make all operators properly
supported. If we write these respective (localized) operators as Xj=
X*j +X
b
j and Yj=Y
*
j +Y
b
j , with Xj , Yj # Lip
1 Diff1, then X jYj=X j
(Y *j +Y
b
j )=X
*
j Y
*
j +X
b
j Y
*
j +XjY
b
j .
We remind the reader that S m1, $ is a symbol class of Ho rmander, defined
by
p(x, !) # S m1, $  |D
;
xD
:
! p(x, !)|C:;(!)
m&|:|+$ |;|,
for all :, ;0. We use notation as in [T2] to define analogous symbol
spaces with limited regularity in x. Thus we say
p(x, !) # Lip1 S m1, $  |D
:
! p(x, !)|C:(!)
m&|:|, and
&D:! p( } , !)&Lip1(Rn)C:(!) m&|:|+$.
Also, we denote by Lip1 Diffk the space of differential operators of order k,
with Lipschitz continuous coefficients.
Upon making such operator decompositions and reassembling the
pieces, using a partition of unity, we obtain
L=L*+Lb, L* # OPS 21, $ , L
b=: (XjY bj +X
b
j Y
*
j )&V, (3.4)
with
Xj # Lip1 Diff1, X bj # OP Lip
1 S 1&$1, $ ,
Y*j # OPS
1
1, $ , Y
b
j # OP Lip
1 S 1&$1, $ .
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Furthermore, L* is elliptic, so it has a parametrix E* # OPS &21, $ , providing
a Fredholm inverse, so L* : H r+1, p(M)  H r&1, p(M) is Fredholm. We
claim Lb : H r+1, p(M)  H r&1, p(M) is compact.
To see this, we use the following mapping property, a special case
of results of G. Bourdaud [Bou]; this result is also contained in
Proposition 2.1.E of [T2]. Assume 1<p<, $ # (0, 1); then
p(x, !) # Lip1 S m1, $ O p(x, D) : H
s+m, p  H s, p, &(1&$)<s<1. (3.5)
Hence Y bj : H
r+1, p(M)  H r+$, p(M), provided r+$<1. Also, Xj : H r+$, p
(M)  H r&1+$, p(M), so
: XjY bj : H
r+1, p(M)  H r&1+$, p(M),
provided r+$<1. Next, Y *j : H
r+1, p(M)  H r, p(M), and X bj : H
r, p(M) 
H r&1+$, p(M), so also
: X bj Y
*
j : H
r+1, p(M)  H r&1+$, p(M).
Thus (3.3) is Fredholm.
Next, we show that (3.3) has index zero. To do this, take a smooth
metric tensor h on M, with Laplace operator 2h . Then it is well known
that 2h&V is invertible. Now if one takes a one-parameter family of
metrics on M by linearly interpolating between g and h, one gets a con-
tinuous one-parameter family of Fredholm operators. The family must
have constant index, so L has index zero.
Finally, we show that ker L=0 in (3.3). For p=2 this is easy. In that
case, one has
u # H 1, 2(M) O &(Lu, u)=&du&2L2(M)+|
M
V |u| 2 d Volg ,
so if u # H1, 2(M) belongs to ker L, then du=0 (so u is constant) and u=0
where V(x)>0 (so the constant is zero). In fact, this argument works to
show ker L=0 on H 1, p(M) for all p # [2, ). If p # (1, 2), our conclusion
is a consequence of the following regularity result. K
Lemma 3.2. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1, if 1<p<q<,
then
u # H1, p(M), Lu # H &1, q(M) O u # H1, q(M). (3.6)
In fact, Theorem 2.2.H of [T2] contains Lemma 3.2. Also, Proposition 3.3
below will contain this lemma.
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Proposition 3.1 implies that L has a two-sided inverse
E : H r&1, p(M)  H r+1, p(M), 0<r<1. (3.7)
To be pedantic, one might denote this operator by Epr . However, it is clear
that, if v # H r&1, p & H s&1, q, then Eprv=Eqsv, so we can drop the sub-
scripts. Note that, by interpolation and duality, we can extend the range of
(3.7) to &1<r<1.
By the Schwartz kernel theorem, E defines an element of D$(M_M),
which we also denote E. Note also that, for y # M, the point mass $y has
the property
$y # H r&1, p(M), p<
n
n&1
, r=r( p)>0. (3.8)
Also, the map y [ $y is a continuous map from M to H r&1, p(M). Hence
E( } , y) # H1, p(M), \p<
n
n&1
, (3.9)
and the map y [ E( } , y) is a continuous map from M to H1, p(M).
We now make some estimates on E(x, y) away from the diagonal. For
this, we will use the following local regularity result.
Proposition 3.3. Let O be an open subset of M, which has a Lipschitz
metric tensor. Assume
1<pq<, &1_<0. (3.10)
Then
u # H 1, ploc (O), Lu # H
_, q
loc (O) O u # H
2+_, q
loc (O). (3.11)
Hence
u # H 1, ploc (O), Lu # L
q
loc(O) O u # H
s, q
loc (O), \s<2. (3.12)
Proof. For notational simplicity, we denote H s, qloc(O) by H
s, q, etc. Write
Lu= f in local coordinates as
j (g jkg12k u)& g12Vu= g12f =..
Note that f # H_, q O . # H _, q if _ satisfies (3.10). Use the symbol decom-
position on g12g jkk=Aj mentioned in the proof of Proposition 3.1, so
Aj=A*j +A
b
j , A
*
j # OPS
1
1, $ , a
b
j # OPLip
1S 1&$1, $ .
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Make all the pseudodifferential operators properly supported. Then the set
L*= jA*j # OPS
2
1, $ , elliptic, and denote by E
* # OPS &21, $ a parametrix
(also properly supported). We have, on O,
u=E*.+E*(g12Vu)&: E*jAbj u, mod C
. (3.13)
The hypotheses imply E *. # H 2+_, q. Also, E*(g12Vu) # H 2, p. Further-
more, since Abj # OP Lip
1 S 1&$1, $ , it follows from (3.5) that
v # H{, p, 0{&1+$<1 O Abj v # H
{&1+$, p O E*j Abj v # H
{+$, p.
(3.14)
Thus the right side of (3.13) belongs to H2+$, q+H 1+$, p, under the
hypotheses of (3.11). This is an improvement of regularity for u. This argu-
ment can be iterated a finite number of times, to produce the conclusion in
(3.11). K
Since $y is zero on M"[ y], we have:
Corollary 3.4. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1,
E( } , y) # H s, ploc (M"[ y]), \s<2, p<, (3.15)
or equivalently,
E( } , y) # C sloc(M"[ y]), \s<2. (3.16)
In fact, if K and K are disjoint compact subsets of M, then y [ E( } , y)|K
maps K into a bounded subset of C s(K ). In view of the continuity in y
mentioned below (3.9) and compactness of the inclusion C s+=(K )/
C s(K ), we deduce that
y [ E( } , y) |K is continuous from K to C s(K ), \s<2, (3.17)
whenever K & K =<. Now, E(x, y) is symmetric, so E(x, } ) has the same
sort of regularity. In particular, we have for E # D$(M_M) behavior off the
diagonal a bit better than
E # C 1loc(M_M"diag). (3.18)
It remains to investigate E on a small neighborhood of the diagonal.
Hence, given y0 # M, we want to investigate E on O_O, where O is a coor-
dinate neighborhood of y0 . Our subsequent calculations will be done in
some local coordinate chart. For simplicity, we assume that dim M=n3
in the calculations that follow.
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With L written out in such a coordinate system as in (3.1), let
E0(D, x) denote the operator in O3 PLip1S &2cl with symbol E0(!, y)=
&(g jk( y) !j!k)&1. (To agree precisely with our definition of S &2cl , we
should smooth this symbol near !=0, but we can safely ignore this point.)
The Schwartz kernel of E0(D, x) has the form
e0(x& y, y)=C \: gjk( y)(x j& yj)(xk& yk)+
&(n&2)2
. (3.19)
Using (1.11), we have
LE0(D, x) u(x)=(2?)&n || [&G(x, !)+a(x, !)&V(x)]
_E0(!, y) ei(x& y) } !u( y) dy d!, (3.20)
with
G(x, !)=! } G(x) !, G(x)=(g jk(x)),
(3.21)
a(x, !)=ig&12j (g jkg12) !k .
Hence, writing
&G(x, !) E0(!, y)=1&! } [G(x)&G( y)] !E0(!, y), (3.22)
and setting
G(x)&G( y)=: Hl(x, y)(xl& yl),
(3.23)
Hl(x, y)=|
1
0
l G({x+(1&{) y) d{,
we have, after an integration by parts,
LE0(D, x) u(x)=u(x)+| R(x, y) u( y) dy, (3.24)
where
R(x, y)=(2?)&n | [a(x, !)&V(x)] E0(!, y) ei(x& y) } ! d!&i(2?)&n
_:
l
|

!l
[(! } H l(x, y) !) E0(!, y)] ei(x& y) } ! d!. (3.25)
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The amplitudes in the integrands in (3.25) are sums of terms homogeneous
in ! of degrees &1 and &2. Hence
|R(x, y)|C |x& y|&(n&1). (3.26)
In terms of (3.19), we have
Lxe0(x& y, y)=$y(x)+R(x, y). (3.27)
We desire to estimate the difference
e1(x, y)=E(x, y) - g( y)&e0(x& y, y) (3.28)
near the diagonal x= y. We are using the convention that, if u is supported
on a coordinate patch, then
Eu(x)=| E(x, y) u( y) - g( y) dy.
Note that
Lxe1(x, y)=&R(x, y). (3.29)
We can apply Proposition 3.3 to get a preliminary estimate:
Lemma 3.5. We have
e1( } , y) # H s, p(O), \s<2, p<
n
n&1
, (3.30)
{xe1( } , y) # L p1(O), \p1<
n
n&2
, (3.31)
and
e1( } , y) # L p2(O), \p2<
n
n&3
. (3.32)
Proof. By (3.26), R( } , y) # L p(O) for all p<n(n&1). Hence the result
(3.30) follows from Proposition 3.3, and (3.31) and (3.32) then follow from
the Sobolev imbedding theorem. K
We now look for finer estimates on e1(x, y). Suppose |x0& y|=2\. We
want to estimate e1(x, y) on [x : |x&x0 |\2]. Shift coordinates so
x0=0, and introduce the dilation operators
u\(x)=D\u(x)=u(\x), |x|1. (3.33)
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If u(x)=e1(x, y) for |x|\, then u\ satisfies the equation
2\u\&\2V\u\=&\2R\ , (3.34)
where
2\v= g&12\ j g
kj
\ g
12
\ k v, (3.35)
and
V\(x)=V(\x), R\(x)=R(\x, y), g jk\ (x)= g
jk(\x). (3.36)
The Eq. (3.34) holds on B1=[x: |x|1]. On this set, the set of coefficients
g jk\ , etc. are Lipschitz and 2\ is elliptic, uniformly in \ # (0, \0] (for some
\0>0). Also, by (3.26),
&R\ &LC\&(n&1). (3.37)
Now the estimates (3.31) and (3.32) on e1( } , y) imply for its dilate
&u\&Lp2(B1) C( p2) \
&np2, \p2<
n
n&3
,
(3.38)
&{u\ &Lp1(B1)C( p1) \
1&np1, \p1<
n
n&2
.
Note that p2 n(n&3) O np2 -n&3, with a similar implication
for np1 . Given the data (3.34), (3.37), and (3.38) on u\ , (the proof of)
Proposition 3.3 yields
&u\&Hs, q(B12)C(s, q, =) \
&(n&3+=), \s<2, q<, =>0. (3.39)
Hence, for any =>0,
&u\&L(B12)C\\
&(n&3+=), &{xu\ &L(B12)C=\
&(n&3+=). (3.40)
This establishes:
Proposition 3.6. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1, we have for
the term e1(x, y)=E(x, y) - g( y)&e0(x& y, y) the estimates
|e1(x, y)|C= |x& y| &(n&3+=), |{xe1(x, y)|C= |x& y|&(n&2+=).
(3.41)
Let {1 E(x, y) denote the x-gradient and {2E(x, y) the y-gradient. We
are prepared to prove the following.
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Theorem 3.7. Assume M is a compact, connected, smooth manifold with
C1 metric tensor, and let E=(2&V )&1, as in (3.7). Let 0 be a domain in
M with nonempty Lipschitz boundary. Then the Schwartz kernels of
{1E(x, y) and of {2 E(x, y) are the kernels of operators bounded on L p(0),
for 1<p<.
Proof. We have
E=E0(D, x)+E1 , (3.42)
where E1 has integral kernel e1(x, y), satisfying (3.41) (recall that the
Schwartz kernel of E0(D, x) is e0(x, y) introduced in (3.19)). This estimate
plus Proposition 1.4 implies the desired conclusion on {1E(x, y). For the
other part, the symmetry E(x, y)=E( y, x) implies
({2E)(x, y)=({1 E)( y, x). (3.43)
Now (3.28) gives
- g(x) E( y, x)=e0(x& y, x)+e1( y, x). (3.44)
This time, e0(x& y, x) is the Schwartz kernel of an operator E 0(x, D) #
OPC1S &2cl , to which Proposition 1.4 also applies, while (3.41) applies to
{1e1( y, x). The result is hence proved. K
In the setting of Theorem 3.7, we define the single and double layer
potentials of a function f on 0 by
Sf (x)=|
0
E(x, y) f ( y) d_( y), (3.45)
and
Df (x)=|
0
E
&y
(x, y) f ( y) d_( y), (3.46)
for x # M"0. Here &y is the unit normal to 0, pointing out of 0, which
is well defined for almost all y # 0, and d_ is the area element of 0, both
determined by the Riemannian metric on M. By the decompositions used
to establish Theorem 3.7, together with an application of Proposition 1.5 to
the principal terms and of the standard HardyLittlewood estimates on the
remainders, we have estimates on nontangential maximal functions:
&({Sf )*&Lp(0)Cp & f &Lp(0) , &(Df )*&Lp(0)Cp & f &Lp(0) , (3.47)
for f # L p(0), 1<p<.
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Given a function v on M"0, for x # 0, let v+(x) and v&(x) denote
nontangential limits of v(z) as z  x, from z # 0 and z # O=M"0 , respec-
tively, when these limits exist. By computations similar to those done for
smooth metrics in (1.25)(1.39) (all technical points have been already
taken care of), we have:
Proposition 3.8. Given f # L p(0), 1<p<, we have, for a.e. x # 0,
Sf+(x)=Sf&(x)=Sf (x), (3.48)
and
Df\(x)=(\12I+K) f (x), (3.49)
where, for a.e. x # 0,
Sf (x)=|
0
E(x, y) f ( y) d_( y),
(3.50)
Kf (x)= lim
=  0 |y # 0, r(x, y)>=
E
&y
(x, y) f ( y) d_( y);
here r(x, y) stands for the geodesic distance between x, y # M. Furthermore,
at a.e. x # 0,
\Sf& +\ (x)=\
1
2
I+K*+ f (x), (3.51)
where K*, given by
K*f (x)= lim
=  0 |y # 0, r(x, y)>=
E
&x
(x, y) f ( y) d_( y),
is the formal transpose of K.
Moreover, K and K* are bounded mappings of L p(0), whereas S maps
L p(0) boundedly into H1, p(0) for each p # (1, ).
We mention that (3.47) plus interior regularity implies that
S: L p(0)  H1, p(M) is compact \p # (1, ). (3.52)
A somewhat more precise form of this (at least if p=2) is contained in
(7.56) below. However, for the time being, there is the following simple
general result.
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Proposition 3.9. Let F be a Banach space. Assume that T: F 
H1, p(M) is a bounded linear map such that, for some s>1,
v # F O Tv # H s, ploc (M"0), ({Tv)* # L
p(0). (3.53)
Then T is a compact operator from F to H1, p(M).
Proof. It suffices to show that, if [vj]/F is bounded and Tvj  0
weakly in H1, p(M), then Tvj  0 in H 1, p(M)-norm. Fix =>0 and let C be
a collar neighborhood of 0, of thickness =. Since Tvj |M"C is bounded in
H s, p(M"C), Rellich’s theorem implies that &{Tvj&Lp(M"C)  0. Meanwhile,
the hypothesis (3.53) implies &({Tvj)*&Lp(0)C, and hence &{Tvj& pLp(C)
C=, so
lim sup
j  
&{Tvj& pLp(M)C=.
This proves the proposition. K
4. FREDHOLM PROPERTIES OF BOUNDARY INTEGRAL
OPERATORS
Throughout this section, M will be a compact, connected, smooth
manifold, with a C1 Riemannian metric tensor, 0 a domain in M with
nonempty Lipschitz boundary. We will assume 0 is connected, but we do
not assume its complement M"0 is connected. We take L to have the form
(3.2), with bounded V0. To study 2u=0 on 0, we would take V=0 on
0 , but in order to treat more general cases, we will not make this a
standing hypothesis. However, we will insist that V be strictly positive
somewhere (i.e., on a set of positive measure) on each connected compo-
nent of O=M"0 . We then define E, S, D, S, and K as in Section 3. As
before, & denotes the unit outward normal to 0, which is defined a.e.
on 0.
One goal in this section is to prove that 12I+K is invertible on L
2(0).
We start with the following result, whose proof is close to that of its
Euclidean analogue, as treated in [FJR] and in [Ve].
Proposition 4.1. The map
1
2I+K*: L
2(0)  L2(0) (4.1)
is injective.
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Proof. Suppose f # L2(0) and ( 12I+K*) f=0. Set u=Sf, so
(2&V ) u=0 on M"0. The estimate (3.47) allows the use of Green’s
formula to write
|
O
[ |{u|2+V |u| 2] d Vol=&|
0
u
u
&
d_. (4.2)
By (3.51), the right side of (4.2) vanishes when f # ker ( 12I+K*). Thus u is
constant on each connected component of O and u=0 on supp V. Hence
u=0 on O. Hence, by (3.48), Sf =0 a.e. on 0, so, again by (3.48) and
Green’s formula (justified as before) we have
|
0
[ |{u|2+V |u| 2] d Vol=|
0
u
u
&
d_=0. (4.3)
Hence u is constant on 0, so &u+=0 a.e. on 0. Since, by (3.51), f is
equal to the jump of &u across 0, we have f =0, so Proposition 4.1 is
proven. K
To proceed further, we establish the following estimates, which in the flat,
Euclidean case (with V=0) are essentially equivalent to Theorem 2.1 of [Ve].
Proposition 4.2. There exists a finite, positive constant C=C(0) such
that, for all f # L2(0),
& f &L2(0)C &(\12 I+K*) f &L2(0)+C &Sf &H1(M) . (4.4)
Proof. Analogously to [Ve], the idea is to show that there exists
C=C(0)< so that, for each f # L2(0),
&(\12I+K*) f &L2(0) C &( 12I+K*) f &L2(0)+C } |0 Sf d_ }
+C &WSf &L2(M) , (4.5)
where W=(V2+V )12. From this, (4.4) clearly follows by a simple applica-
tion of the triangle inequality. Now, to prove (4.5) we use a Rellich-type
identity, of the following sort. Suppose u # C 1loc(0), and 2u=h # L
2(0). Let
w be a smooth vector field on M. Then we have the identity
|
0$
(&, w) |{u| 2 d_=2 |
0$
({wu)(& u) d_&2 |
0$
({wu) h d Vol
+|
0$
[(div w) |{u| 2&2(Lw g)({u, {u)] d Vol,
(4.6)
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whenever 0$ is smoothly bounded and //0. In fact, this identity is
straightforward for smooth u; in such a case, compute div(({u, {u) w)
and 2 div({wu } {u) and apply the divergence theorem to the difference. To
obtain (4.6) under our weaker regularity hypotheses, first apply it to
u= J=u, where J= is a Friedrichs mollifier, and then let =  0, noting that
[2, J=] is well behaved. If, in addition, ({u)* # L2(0), we can take 0$jZ0
with bounded Lipschitz constants (cf. Appendix A), and pass to the limit,
replacing 0$ by 0 in (4.6).
In the last integral in (4.6), Lw g denotes the Lie derivative with respect
to w of the metric tensor g. Note that the connection coefficients of the
metric tensor g arise in the computation of the divergence, but not in the
computation of {u, since u is a scalar field.
Regarding the first integral on the right side of (4.6), note that (a.e. on 0)
({wu)(&u)=(&, w)(&u)2+({Tw u)(&u),
where Tw is the component of w tangent to 0. Hence we can rewrite the
(limiting case of) identity (4.6) as
|
0
(&, w)[ |{Tu|2&(&u)2] d_
=2 |
0
({Tw u)(& u) d_&2 |
0
({wu) h d Vol
+|
0
[(div w) |{u|2&2(Lw g)({u, {u)] d Vol, (4.7)
where {Tu denotes the tangential component of {u, for a.e. x # 0.
Now, pick w, smooth on M, such that
(w, &)a>0 a.e. on 0. (4.8)
This can be done provided 0 is Lipschitz. We then deduce from (4.7) the
inequality
|
0
|{Tu|2 d_C |
0
|&u| 2 d_+C |
0
[ |h|2+|{u|2] d Vol, (4.9)
and also the inequality
|
0
|& u|2 d_C |
0
|{Tu|2 d_+C |
0
[ |h|2+|{u|2] d Vol. (4.10)
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Furthermore, since 2u=h on 0, Green’s formula gives
|
0
|{u| 2 d Vol=|
0
u
u
&
d_&|
0
uh d Vol. (4.11)
Hence (4.9), (4.10) and Poincare ’s inequality
|
0
|u|2 d_C |
0
|{Tu|2 d_+C } |0 u d_ }
2
(4.12)
finally yield the estimate
max {|0 |&u|2 d_, |0 |{Tu|2 d_=
C min {|0 |&u|2 d_, |0 |{Tu|2 d_=
+C } |0 u d_ }
2
+C |
0
[ |2u| 2+|u|2] d Vol. (4.13)
With this in hand, we are now ready to prove (4.5). Given f # L2(0),
let u=Sf; first restrict u to 0. Since 2u=Vu on 0, we can apply (4.13)
and use (3.51) to obtain
&( 12I&K*) f &
2
L2(0) C &{TSf &
2
L2(0) +C } |0 Sf d_ }
2
+C &WSf &2L2(0) .
(4.14)
Next, we once again use (4.13) except that this time we replace 0 by
O=M"0 and want to estimate &{TSf &2L2(0) . To this end, remark that
the first term on the right side of (4.13) is, by (3.51), dominated by
C &( 12I+K*) f &
2
L2(0) . Also, from the calculation in Section 1, we have
({TSf )+=({TSf )& so that
&{TSf &2L2(0) C &(
1
2I+K*) f&
2
L2(0)
+C } |0 Sf d_ }
2
+C &WSf &2L2(O) . (4.15)
In concert with (4.14), this proves (4.5) (at least for one choice of sign; the
other case is handled absolutely similarly). Then (4.4) follows from the fact
that the last two terms in each of these formulas are dominated by
C &Sf &2H1(M) . K
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Note that, at this point, by virtue of Propositions 4.14.2, the operator
1
2I+K is semi-Fredholm on L
2(0). The next step in showing that 12I+K
is an isomorphism is to prove that its index is zero. In [Ve] this was done
by showing directly that 12 I+K* has dense range. Here, we will instead use
a method akin to that introduced in [EFV] and developed in [MiM], and
establish the following extension of Proposition 4.2.
Proposition 4.3. Given * # R, |*|12, there exists C=C(*, 0)<
such that
& f &L2(0)C &(*I+K*) f &L2(0)+C &Sf &H1(M) . (4.16)
Proof. Take the identity (4.6) and multiply by *&12; take its counter-
part with 0 replaced by 0&=O=M"0 and multiply by *+12. Summing
the two, we have
(*& 12) |
0+
(&, w)[ |{Tu|2&(&u)2] d_
&(*+ 12) |
0&
(&, w)[ |{Tu|2&(&u)2] d_
=(2*&1) |
0+
({Tw u)(&u) d_
&(2*+1) |
0&
({Twu)(&u) d_+R, (4.17)
where R denotes a quantity satisfying an estimate
|R|C &{u&2L2(M)+C &h&
2
L2(M) . (4.18)
Recall that u=Sf and h=2u|M"0=Vu. Now the left side of (4.17) is
equal to
&|
0
(&, w) |{Tu|2 d_&(*& 12) |
0
(&, w) |(&12I+K*) f |
2 d_
+(*+ 12) |
0
(&, w) |( 12I+K*) f |
2 d_. (4.19)
Furthermore, upon writing \ 12I+K*=(\
1
2&*)I+(*I+K*), a brief
calculation shows that the last two terms in (4.19) sum to
&(*2& 14) |
0
(&, w) | f | 2 d_+|
0
(&, w) |(*I+K*) f |2 d_. (4.20)
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On the other hand, the right side of (4.17) is equal to R plus
(2*&1) |
0
({Tw Sf )((&12 I+K*) f ) d_
&(2*+1) |
0
({TwSf )(( 12I+K*) f ) d_
=&2 |
0
({TwSf )((*I+K*) f ) d_. (4.21)
Thus, from (4.17)(4.21) we have
(*2& 14) |
0
(&, w) | f |2 d_+|
0
(&, w) |{TSf |2 d_
=|
0
(&, w) |(*I+K*) f | 2 d_+2 |
0
({TwSf )((*I+K*) f ) d_+R.
(4.22)
Now (4.16) follows directly from (4.22) if |*|>12. The cases *=\12
have been analyzed in Proposition 4.2 and this completes the proof. K
As noted in (3.52), S : L2(0)  H 1(M) is compact. Hence (4.16) implies
that, for each * # R with |*|12, the operator *I+K*: L2(0)  L2(0)
is bounded from below modulo compact operators. Thus, for each such *,
*I+K* is semi-Fredholm on L2(0) and, in particular, it has a well
defined index. Furthermore, the index is continuous in *, hence constant on
(&, &12] and on [12, ). Now, for |*|>&K&, *I+K* is invertible,
so we have:
Proposition 4.4. If * # R, |*|12, the operator *I+K* is Fredholm
on L2(0), of index zero; hence so is *I+K. In particular, the operators
\ 12I+K, \
1
2 I+K*: L
2(0)  L2(0) (4.23)
are Fredholm of index zero.
From the injectivity (4.1) we finally deduce:
Corollary 4.5. The operators
1
2I+K,
1
2 I+K*: L
2(0)  L2(0) (4.24)
are invertible.
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We complement this with the following result on &12 I+K*. Let L
2
0(0)
denote the subspace of L2(0) orthogonal to constants.
Proposition 4.6. If V>0 on a set of positive measure in 0, then
&12I+K and &
1
2I+K* are invertible on L
2(0). If V=0 on 0 , then
& 12I+K*: L
2
0(0)  L
2
0(0) (4.25)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. We use reasoning parallel to the proof of Proposition 4.1. To
begin, assume f # L2(0) and (&12I+K*) f=0, and set u=Sf. Parallel to
(4.2), we have
|
0
[ |{u|2+V |u| 2] d Vol=|
0
u
u
&
d_=0, (4.26)
so u is a constant (say c0) on 0 (which we are assuming is connected). If
V>0 on a set of positive measure in 0, then c0=0; in any case, Sf =c0
a.e. on 0. Hence
|
O
[ |{u|2+V |u|2] d Vol=&|
0
u \u&+& d_
=&c0 |
0
f d_, (4.27)
where the last identity uses the fact that f is equal to the jump of &u
across 0.
If c0=0, then the right side of (4.27) vanishes, so u is constant on each
connected component of O (and each such constant is 0). Thus the jump
of &u across 0 is zero, i.e., f =0, so &12I+K* is injective on L
2(0), if
V>0 on a set of positive measure in 0. The invertibility on L2(0) then
follows from Proposition 4.4.
On the other hand, if V=0 on 0 , then Green’s formula implies
(&12I+K*) f belongs to L
2
0(0) for all f # L
2(0), so (4.25) is well
defined, and one deduces from Proposition 4.4 that this operator is also
Fredholm, of index zero. We show this operator is injective. Indeed, if
f # L20(0) belongs to its kernel, then the arguments involving (4.26) again
hold, and again both sides in (4.27) vanish, so again we have f =0. K
We can pass from the L2-invertibility results in (4.24)(4.26) to
L p-invertibility results, p close to 2, using the following result of [Sn].
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Proposition 4.7. Suppose Ej and Fj are Banach spaces, E1 /E0 ,
F1 /F0 , and T # L(E0 , F0) & L(E1 , F1). Let E%=[E0 , E1]% be defined by
complex interpolation, and similarly F% , so T : E%  F% , 0%1. Assume
that T : E%0  F%0 is invertible. Then T : E%  F% is invertible for % in a
neighborhood of %0 .
This result has been extended by [VV], who also note the utility of such
an argument in the context of the work [Ve]. It has been further extended
in [KM]. Since we know that K and K* are bounded on L p(0) for
1<p<, we have the following.
Proposition 4.8. There exists ===(0, L)>0 such that, for | p&2|<=,
the operators
1
2I+K,
1
2 I+K*: L
p(0)  L p(0) (4.28)
and (when V=0 on 0 )
& 12I+K*: L
p
0(0)  L
p
0(0) (4.29)
are invertible.
As in (4.25), L p0(0) consists of elements of L
p(0) that integrate to
zero.
5. THE DIRICHLET PROBLEM
As in Section 4, we assume M is a compact, connected, smooth
manifold, with a C1 Riemannian metric tensor, 0 a domain in M with non-
empty Lipschitz boundary, and L of the form (3.2), with bounded V0,
and V>0 on a set of positive measure in each connected component of
O=M"0 . The following existence result is immediate from Corollary 4.5.
Theorem 5.1. Given f # L2(0), there exists u # C sloc(0), for all s<2,
such that
Lu=0 on 0, u* # L2(0), u| 0= f a.e. (5.1)
Proof. By Corollary 4.5, there exists g # L2(0) such that ( 12I+K) g= f.
Then u=Dg satisfies (5.1), by (3.47) and (3.49). The interior regularity
stated above follows from Proposition 3.3. K
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By Corollary 4.5, the g # L2(0) that works in the proof above is unique,
and a solution to (5.1) is given by
u=D(( 12I+K)
&1 f ). (5.2)
This leaves the problem of uniqueness of u satisfying (5.1). Before tackling
this, we record a few elementary results, around a Sobolev space attack on
the Dirichlet problem, with a view toward tying this in with the type of
Dirichlet problem formulated in Theorem 5.1. Also, parts of these results
will be useful in our uniqueness proof, in Proposition 5.5 below.
Proposition 5.2. Given f # H 12(0), there exists a unique u satisfying
Lu=0, u # H 1(0), u|0= f. (5.3)
Proof. Since the relevant Sobolev spaces are invariant under composi-
tion by bi-Lipschitz maps, one can locally flatten the boundary and
produce . # H 1(0) such that . | 0= f. If we write u=v+., then (5.3) is
equivalent to the statement that v # H 10(0) and, for all  # H
1
0(0),
({v, {)L2+(Vv, )L2=&({., {)L2&(V., )L2 . (5.4)
The existence of a unique v with these properties is standard. K
We caution the reader that we are not yet prepared to assert that the
solution to (5.3) is given by (5.2); that will come later.
We will denote the solution operator to (5.3) by PI (without including
in the notation the specific dependence on 0). Thus, for a Lipschitz domain
0, we have
PI: H 12(0)  H 1(0). (5.5)
The next two propositions derive results when 0 is smooth.
Proposition 5.3. If 0 is smooth, then
PI : H s(0)  H s+12(0), 12s
3
2 . (5.6)
Proof. The case s=12 follows from Proposition 5.2. The case s=32 is
a consequence of the regularity result
v # H 10(0), Lv # L
2(0) O v # H2(0), (5.7)
valid when 0 is smooth and the metric is C1. This follows from standard
techniques of locally straightening the boundary and applying Ga# rding’s
inequality to tangential differences, to get Xv # H1(0) for any smooth
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vector field tangent to 0. Then one uses the equation Lu=h # L2(0) to
estimate second order derivatives in the normal direction. (See, e.g.,
Theorem 8.12 of [GT].) Having (5.6) for s=32, one gets the rest by
interpolation. K
We mention that, as a byproduct of Propositions 5.25.3 and their
proofs, we have the unique solvability of Lu= f, given f # L2(0), for
u # H 10(0) & H
2(0), when 0 is smooth. This fact will play a role in the
proof of Proposition 5.5.
Proposition 5.4. Let 0 be smooth. Then there exists a constant C,
depending only on the Lipschitz character of 0, such that the following holds:
whenever v # H 10(0) and Lv=h # L
2(0), we have &v # L2(0) and
&&v&L2(0)C &h&L2(0) . (5.8)
Proof. That &v # H12(0)/L2(0) under our hypotheses follows
from (5.7). Also, the hypotheses imply
&{v&2L2(0)+(Vv, v)L2(0)=&(h, v)L2(0) ,
and this plus Poincare ’s inequality yields
&{v&L2(0)C &h&L2(0) . (5.9)
Next, since v # H2(0), the Rellich type estimate (4.10) implies that, with C
depending only on the Lipschitz character of 0,
|
0
|&v|2 d_C |
0
[ |{v| 2+|h|2] d Vol, (5.10)
since {Tv=0 on 0. This proves the desired estimate (5.8). K
We are now ready to prove an estimate which implies uniqueness of
solutions in H 1loc(0) to (5.1). We return to the general case of Lipschitz 0.
Proposition 5.5 There is a constant C, depending only on the Lipschitz
character of 0, such that, whenever
u # H 1loc(0), Lu=0, u* # L
2(0), (5.11)
and u has a non-tangential boundary trace at almost every point in 0, we
have
|
0
|u|2 d VolC |
0
|u|2 d_. (5.12)
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Proof. Let 0j be a sequence of smooth domains, with bounded
Lipschitz constants, increasing to 0. Given f # L2(0), define vj by
vj # H 10(0 j), Lvj= f on 0j . (5.13)
Then vj # H2(0j), and Proposition 5.4 applies to vj . Also, we know from
Proposition 3.3 that u # C sloc(0), \s<2. Applying Green’s formula and the
estimate (5.8), we have
} |0j uf d Vol }= } |0j u(Lv j) d Vol }
= } |0j u
vj
&j
d_ }
C &u&L2(0j) & f &L2(0j) . (5.14)
Assuming that u* # L2(0) and that we have non-tangential convergence
to the limit on 0, we obtain
} |0 uf d Vol }C &u&L2(0) & f &L2(0) , (5.15)
for all f # L2(0), which implies (5.12). K
Let us temporarily denote the solution operator to (5.1), produced by
Theorem 5.1, by PI
t
, so
PI
t
: L2(0)  [u # C 1loc(0) : u* # L
2(0)]. (5.16)
Naturally, it is nice to have compatibility:
Proposition 5.6. We have
f # H12(0) O PI f =PI
t
f. (5.17)
Proof. First, consider f # V, the set of restrictions to 0 of elements of
C(M). Well known arguments involving smooth 0j Z0, the maximum
principle, and barrier functions (see Chap. 5, Sect. 5 of [T4] for the case of
a smooth metric, which needs only minor modifications to work for C1
metrics) yields
PI: V  C(0 ). (5.18)
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Thus, for f # V, PI f satisfies all the condition in (5.11). Hence, by
Proposition 5.5,
f # V O PI f =PI
t
f. (5.19)
Now any f # H 12(0) is a limit in H 12-norm of a sequence f& # V. We
have simultaneously PI f&  PI f in H1(0) and PI
t
f&  PI
t
f in C 1loc(0), so
we have (5.17). K
Thus we drop the tilde from (5.16) and write
PI: L2(0)  [u # C 1loc(0) : u* # L
2(0)]. (5.20)
Note also that, by reasoning similar to the proof of Proposition 5.6, when
f # C(0), PI f coincides with the element u # C(0 ) solving Lu=0 provided
by the PWB process:
PI: C(0)  C(0 ). (5.21)
The following weak maximum principle is a useful sharpening of (5.21).
Proposition 5.7. For any f # L(0) the L2-solution of the Dirichlet
problem
Lu=0 in 0, u* # L2(0), u |0= f a.e. on 0 (5.22)
satisfies
&u&L(0)& f &L(0) . (5.23)
Proof. Given f # L(0)/L2(0), it is always possible to construct a
sequence [ fj] of continuous functions on 0 such that fj  f in L2(0) as
j  , and & fj&L(0)& f &L(0) . Then, if uj=PI fj in 0, we have that
uj  u uniformly on compact subsets of 0 and, by (5.21) and the maximum
principle,
&uj&L(0)& fj&L(0)& f &L(0) .
Hence, passing to the limit, we have (5.23). K
We can interpolate between the L2 and L results, to obtain:
Theorem 5.8. For 2p there exists a unique solution to the
Dirichlet problem
Lu=0 in 0, u* # L p(0), u | 0= f # L p(0). (5.24)
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This solution satisfies
&u*&Lp(0)C & f &Lp(0) . (5.25)
Proof. Consider the operator
T : f [ (PI f )*
which is well defined and sublinear on L2(0). Since T is a bounded map-
ping of L2(0) into itself as well as of L(0) into itself, Marcinkiewicz’s
interpolation theorem gives that T is bounded on L p(0) for 2p. K
Recall that we have
PI f =D(( 12I+K)
&1 f ), (5.26)
for f # L2(0). Using Proposition 4.8, plus the L p-mapping properties of D
in (3.47), we see that we can extend PI to
PI: L p(0)  [u # C 1loc(0) : u* # L
p(0)], p>2&=(0, L). (5.27)
There is also a uniqueness result for such p, which we prove in Section 9,
making use of some techniques developed in Sections 6 and 7. That (5.27)
is sharp is well known from simple counterexamples in the Euclidean case.
In view of (5.21), we know that evaluating PI f at a point x # 0 produces
a probability measure |x , called the ‘‘harmonic measure’’ with pole at x,
so that
PI f (x)=|
0
f ( y) d|x( y), f # C(0), x # 0. (5.28)
Having the results above, we can recover, in our present setting, the
following result of [Dah]:
Proposition 5.9. For each x # 0, the measure |x and the surface
measure _ on 0 are mutually absolutely continuous.
Proof. From (5.20) we have
|x=kx _, kx # L2(0), (5.29)
and (5.28) holds for all f # L2(0). In fact, from (5.27) we have
kx # L2+=$, =$==$(0, L)>0. (5.30)
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It remains to show that _<<|x , for each x # 0. Suppose E/0 is a Borel
set. Then
|x(E)=0 O PI /E (x)=0. (5.31)
Now u=PI/E satisfies
Lu=0, 0u1, on 0, (5.32)
and, for a.e. y # 0,
lim
z  y
u(z)=/E ( y), (5.33)
the limit taken nontangentially. If _(E){0, then we deduce that u is not
identically zero on 0. Then the Hopf maximum principle implies that
u(x)>0 for all x # 0. This shows that, for each x # 0, |x(E)=0 O
_(E)=0, so the proof is complete. K
6. THE NEUMANN PROBLEM
We continue from Section 5 our assumptions on M, 0, and L. Our first
result on the Neumann boundary problem is the following. Compare the
treatment in [JK] for the Euclidean case.
Theorem 6.1. Suppose V=0 on 0. Given g # L20(0), there exists
u # C sloc(0), for all s<2, such that
Lu=0, ({u)* # L2(0), &u | 0= g. (6.1)
The solution is unique up to an additive constant. If V>0 on a set of positive
measure in 0, then (6.1) is uniquely solvable for each g # L2(0).
Proof. By (3.47), (3.51), and Proposition 4.6, a solution is given by
u=S((&12I+K*)
&1 g). (6.2)
The conditions in (6.1) allow us to use Green’s formula to write
|
0
[ |{u|2+V |u| 2] d Vol=|
0
ug d_. (6.3)
If g=0, this implies {u=0 on 0, so u is constant. If V>0 on a set of
positive measure in 0, the constant is zero. K
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Given the solution u to (6.1), let us consider f =u |0 , given by
f =S(&12I+K*)
&1 g=8g. (6.4)
Proposition 6.2. If V=0 on 0, the map
8 : L20(0)  H
1(0) (6.5)
is injective, with closed range. If V>0 on a set of positive measure on 0, the
map 8 : L2(0)  H 1(0) has this property.
Proof. Note that u, given by (6.1), satisfies u # H1(0), so Proposition 5.2
implies 8 is injective. Also, since ({u)* # L2(0), the Rellich formula (4.7)
applies, so we have the estimate (4.10), i.e.,
&g&2L2(0)C &{T8g&2L2(0)+C &S(&12I+K*)&1 g&2H1(0) . (6.6)
By the compactness result (3.52), this implies that 8 has closed range in
(6.5). K
Note that Proposition 6.2 implies that
S : L2(0)  H1(0) (6.7)
has closed range and is injective on L20(0). In fact, S is injective in (6.7)
(even when V=0 on 0). To see this, note that Sf =u satisfies Lu=0 on
0 and on O=M"0 , while also ({u)* # L2(0) and u|0=Sf. If Sf =0, the
easy uniqueness results for the Dirichlet problem yield u=0 on 0 and on
O, hence, by (3.51), f =0. In the next section we will show that S is an
isomorphism in (6.7). We will also construct the ‘‘Neumann operator’’ N,
which will be seen to be a left inverse, and almost a right inverse, of 8
in (6.5).
7. THE REGULARITY PROBLEM
In this section, we obtain further regularity for the solution to the
Dirichlet problem
Lu=0 on 0, u # H1(0), u |0= f # H 1(0). (7.1)
In the course of the analysis of (7.1), we produce more results on single and
double layer potentials, and introduce the Neumann operator, relating
Dirichlet and Neumann boundary data. Results on the Neumann problem
established in Section 6 will play a role in the analysis of this section.
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To begin our analysis, we approximate 0 by smooth domains. This time,
we take 0j shrinking to 0. We arrange that the smooth boundaries 0j
have bounded Lipschitz constants. In particular, take a smooth vector field
X transverse to 0, and define 4j : 0  0j by matching points on the
same orbit of X. We can assume that 4j and 4&1j have uniform Lipschitz
constants (cf. also Appendix A).
There are two slightly different treatments, depending on whether V=0
on 0 or V>0 on a set of positive measure in 0. In the former case, we will
assume that V=0 on a neighborhood of 0 , which is permissible since the
focus of our interest is the behavior of (7.1) on 0.
Given f # H1(0), we can produce an extension Ef as follows; let X be
the smooth vector field described above, and take Ef to be constant on
orbits of X. With appropriate operators Jj that smooth to a slight degree,
set fj=JjEf |0j . We get f j # C
(0 j), satisfying & fj&H1(0j)C & f &H1(0) .
Now let uj be the unique solution to
Luj=0 on 0j , uj |0j= fj , u j # H
1(0j). (7.2)
Since 0j is smooth, we know by Proposition 5.3 that uj # H2(0j).
We know that
&uj&H1(0j)C<, (7.3)
with C independent of j. Thus, passing to a subsequence, we have
uj |0  u weakly in H 1(0), (7.4)
and the limit u is the unique solution to (7.1). Also, as a consequence of
the interior regularity result Proposition 3.3, we have
uj |0  u in C sloc(0), \s<2. (7.5)
The key to a better estimate on u is the following.
Lemma 7.1. There is a constant C, independent of j, such that
&({uj)*&L2(0j)C. (7.6)
Proof. Since uj # H2(0 j), we can invoke the Rellich identity (4.8) and
consequent estimate (4.15) to deduce that, with constants independent of j,
the functions gj=&uj |0j satisfy
&gj&L2(0j)C &{T f j&L2(0j)+C &uj&H1(0j) , (7.7)
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and the right side is bounded independently of j. From Lemma 7.2 below,
it will follow that
uj=Sj (&12I+K j*)
&1 gj+Aj on 0 j , (7.8)
for a bounded sequence of constants Aj (which are 0 if V>0 on a set of
positive measure in 0). Also, in Lemma 7.3, we will establish a uniform
bound
&(&12I+K j*)
&1 gj&L2(0j)C0 &gj&L2(0)j , g j # L
2
0(0j). (7.9)
The desired estimate (7.6) follows, once we have proved Lemmas 7.2 and
7.3 below. K
Lemma 7.2. Assume D is a connected domain in M with smooth
boundary. Suppose u and v satisfy
u # H 1(D), ({u)* # L2(D), Lu=0, &u= g, (7.10)
and
v # H2(D), Lv=0, &v= g, (7.11)
the first boundary value assumed non-tangentially a.e. and the second in
terms of the trace theorem. Then u&v is constant on D. If V>0 on a set
of positive measure in 0, then u=v.
Proof. Note that u, v # C sloc(D), \s<2. Let DjZD be smoothly
bounded, and apply Green’s theorem, to write
|
Dj
[ |{(u&v)|2+V |u&v| 2] d Vol=|
Dj
(u&v)(& u&&v) d_. (7.12)
If we identify Dj with D via a smooth vector field transverse to D, then
u|Dj  u| D in H
12(D), v|Dj  v| D in H
32(D), (7.13)
while
&u|Dj  g in L
2(D), &v| Dj  g in H
12(D). (7.14)
Hence
|
Dj
(u&v)(&u&&v) d_  |
D
(u&v)(g& g) d_=0, (7.15)
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so
|
D
[ |{(u&v)| 2+V |u&v|2] d Vol=0. (7.16)
This proves the lemma. K
For convenience we phrase the next lemma for the case where V=0 on
a neighborhood of 0 . There is an obvious analogue for the case where
V>0 on a set of positive measure in 0.
Lemma 7.3. There exists a constant C0<, independent of j, such that
& f &L2(0j)C0 &(&
1
2I+K j*) f &L2(0j) , \f # L
2
0(0j). (7.17)
Proof. If (7.17) fails, there exist fj # L20(0j) such that
& fj &L2(0j)=1, &(&
1
2 I+K j*) f j&L2(0)  0, as j  . (7.18)
Set gj= fj b 4j # L2(0) so that, by (7.18),
0<c&gj &L2(0)c&1 uniformly in j. (7.19)
Passing to a subsequence, we can assume that gj converges weakly in
L2(0) to some g # L20(0). We claim that g must be zero. The main step
in proving this claim is establishing that
(&12I+K*) gj&[(&
1
2 I+K j*) fj] b 4j
 0 weakly in L2(0) as j  . (7.20)
Accepting this, we have from (7.18) and (7.20) that (&12I+K*) gj  0
weakly in L2(0) as j  . Thus, (&12 I+K*) g=0 and since &
1
2I+K*
is an isomorphism of L20(0), we see that g must be zero, granted (7.20).
We shall show that this leads to a contradiction. To this end, we first
note that if Sj stand for the single layer potential operator on 0j , then
&Sj fj&L2(0j)  0, &Sj f j&L2(M)  0, as j  . (7.21)
These results are proved by making a change of variables in the definition
of Sj (to reduce matters to working with integrals over 0), using that the
kernel of the single layer potential is only weakly singular, and that fj b 4j
converges weakly to zero (as proved above). On the other hand, the
Rellich estimates for 0j and fj # L2(0 j) yield
& fj &L2(0j) C(0j) &(&
1
2I+K j*) fj&L2(0j)+C(0j) &S j f j&L2(0j)
+C(0j) &Sj fj &L2(M) . (7.22)
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The important thing is that the constants C(0j) are explicit and in fact
depend only on 0, uniformly in j. Passing to the limit in (7.22) leads to
an obvious contradiction on account of (7.18) and (7.21).
This completes the proof of Lemma 7.3, modulo the proof of (7.20).
Since the operators Kj have uniformly bounded operator norm (cf. (1.5)),
this result can be established by pairing the given expression with elements
of Lip(0). After some natural reductions, (7.20) follows from the fact that
[Kj ( f b 4&1j )] b 4j  K( f ), in L
2(0), (7.23)
for any fixed f # Lip(0). Compare calculations on pp. 587588 of
[Ve]. K
As a consequence we have:
Proposition 7.4. Given f # H 1(0), the unique solution to
Lu=0 on 0, u # H1(0), u |0= f (7.24)
satisfies
&({u)*&L2(0)C & f &H1(0) . (7.25)
Consequently, when V=0 on 0,
Nf =&u | 0 (7.26)
defines a continuous map
N : H1(0)  L20(0), (7.27)
the target replaced by L2(0) when V>0 on a set of positive measure in 0.
Proof. Given the bound (7.9) on hj=(&12I+K j*)
&1 gj , we can pass to
a subsequence and have hj b 4j  h weakly in L2(0), with h # L20(0). By
the same reasoning as in (7.21), we have
Sj hj  Sh in C 1loc(0). (7.28)
Thus, using (7.4), (7.5) and (7.8), we deduce that
u=Sh+A on 0, (7.29)
for some constant A. The conclusions (7.25)(7.27) follow from this, in
view of (3.47) and Proposition 3.8. K
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The operator N is called the Neumann operator (or the Dirichlet-to-
Neumann map). Using it produces results on the maps (6.5) and (6.7). In
fact, given f # H1(0), consider
w=S(&12I+K*)
&1 Nf, (7.30)
which satisfies Lw=0 on 0, &w+=Nf. Thus w differs from the solution
u to (7.24) by a constant, so
S(&12 I+K*)
&1 Nf =f modulo a constant. (7.31)
We are ready to prove:
Proposition 7.5. The map S in (6.7) is an isomorphism.
Proof. We have seen that S is injective, while (7.31) implies that S is
surjective, modulo constants. To finish the proof, we note that the range of
S contains constants. Indeed, if f0 # L2(0) is a nonzero element of
ker (&12 I+K*), then Sf0 is constant. K
Using this isomorphism, we have the following, which is just slightly
more precise than (7.29).
Proposition 7.6. Given f # H1(0), the unique solution to (7.24) is
given by
u=S(S &1f ) on 0. (7.32)
Applying the normal derivative to (7.32) and using (3.51), we have
N=(&12I+K*) S
&1 on H 1(0). (7.33)
We have the following relations between the Neumann operator N and
the operator 8 given by (6.5):
N8=I on L20(0), (7.34)
and, when V=0 on 0,
8N=I&60 on H1(0), 60( f )=A(0)&1 |
0
f d_, (7.35)
where A(0) denotes the area of 0. When V>0 on a set of positive
measure in 0, 8N=I on H1(0).
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Let us continue to take f # H1(0) and define u by (7.24); we have
Nf # L2(0). It is a simple consequence of Green’s formula (justified by
(7.25)) that, if we form
Df (x)&SNf (x)=|
0 { f ( y)
E
&y
(x, y)&Nf ( y) E(x, y)= d_( y),
(7.36)
for x # M"0=0 _ O, then
Df (x)&SNf (x)={u(x),0,
x # 0,
x # O.
(7.37)
Going nontangentially to the boundary (from either within 0 or within O),
we obtain
SN=&12I+K. (7.38)
In particular, this implies that
K : H1(0)  H 1(0) (7.39)
is well defined and bounded. We also have
&({Df )*&L2(0) &({u)*&L2(0)+&({SNf )*&L2(0)
C & f &H1(0) , (7.40)
using (7.25) and (7.27). Also, comparing (7.33) and (7.38), we have
S(&12 I+K*) S
&1=&12I+K on H
1(0). (7.41)
We also have an identity upon replacing &12I by
1
2 I on each side of (7.41).
Therefore,
1
2I+K : H
1(0)  H1(0) is invertible (7.42)
and, hence, the solution to the regularity problem (7.1) can be also
expressed in the form of a double layer potential:
u=D(( 12I+K)
&1 f ).
Furthermore, we can apply the normal derivative to (7.37), to obtain
&Df\(x)=( 12I+K*) Nf. (7.43)
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In particular, there is no jump across 0 of & Df given f # H1(0). Also,
when V=0 on 0, &D : H1(0) & L20(0)  L
2
0(0) is an isomorphism.
(There is a corresponding result when V>0 on a set of positive measure
in 0.) Consequently, the solution to the Neumann problem (6.1) can be
expressed in the form of a double layer potential of a H1(0) density.
As another application of Proposition 7.6, we have the following explicit
representation of the Green function G(x, y) for L on 0:
G(x, y)=E(x, y)&S(S&1(E(x, } ) | 0))( y) (7.44)
for (x, y) # 0_0"diag. Also, the Poisson kernel for 0 is given by
K(x, y)=
G(x, y)
&y
, x # 0, y # 0. (7.45)
In particular, the Poisson integral operator PI becomes
PI f (x)=|
0
K(x, y) f ( y) d_( y), x # 0. (7.46)
Compare the equally explicit formula (5.26). A number of important
properties (like boundary behavior, interior regularity, etc.) can be read off
directly from the formulas (7.44)(7.46). A similar construction applies to
the Neumann function N(x, y) in 0.
We have further mapping properties of the boundary integral operators,
by applying interpolation to results of this section and Section 4.
Proposition 7.7. For 0s1, the following maps are invertible:
1
2I+K : H
s(0)  H s(0), (7.47)
and (when V=0 on 0)
& 12I+K : H
s(0)(1)  H s(0)(1). (7.48)
Here, H s(0)(1) denotes the space H s(0) modulo constants. If V>0
on a set of positive measure in 0, we use H s(0) in (7.48).
We can also derive some L p-Sobolev space estimates. The estimates
yielding (3.47) also give
S : L p(0)  H 1, p(0), 1<p<. (7.49)
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We know this is an isomorphism when p=2. Hence, by Proposition 4.7,
there exists ===(0, L)>0 such that S is invertible in (7.49), for | p&2|<=.
It then follows from (7.41) that
K : H1, p(0)  H1, p(0), | p&2|<=. (7.50)
Again applying Proposition 4.7 (possibly shrinking =), we have
1
2I+K : H
1, p(0)  H1, p(0) invertible, | p&2|<=, (7.51)
with a similar result for &12I+K on H
1, p(0)(1). Now interpolation with
results of Section 4 yields:
Proposition 7.8. There exists ===(0, L)>0 such that, for | p&2|<=,
0s1, the following operators are invertible:
1
2I+K : H
s, p(0)  H s, p(0), (7.52)
and (when V=0 on 0)
& 12I+K : H
s, p(0)(1)  H s, p(0)(1). (7.53)
We also note that, using (6.4) and (7.33), we have (when V=0 on 0)
8 : L p0(0)  H
1, p(0), N : H1, p(0)  L p0(0), (7.54)
for | p&2|<=, and the relations (7.34)(7.35) continue to hold, on L p0(0)
and on H1, p(0), respectively.
We conclude this section with a regularity result concerning the layer
potentials S, D.
Proposition 7.9. The operators
D : H12(0)  H 1(0) (7.55)
and
S : H&12(0)  H 1(0) (7.56)
are well defined and bounded.
Proof. Let f # H12(0) and, using Proposition 7.8, set g=( 12I+K)
&1
f # H12(0). Then, with the notation of Section 5, we have
Df =PI
t
g=PI g # H1(0), (7.57)
plus a natural estimate. This establishes the first part.
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For the second part, let f # H &12(0)=(H12(0))* and (once again
invoking Proposition 7.8) set g=(&12I+K*)
&1 f # H&12(0). Then
Green’s formula for u=Sf gives that
S(g)=D(Sf ) (7.58)
so that everything follows from the first part. K
8. THE EXISTENCE OF BOUNDARY VALUES
In Sections 57 we have solved Lu=0 with a given boundary value,
obtaining a solution satisfying certain estimates, such as u* # L2(0) when
u |0= f # L2(0). Here we obtain converse results, that solutions to Lu=0
satisfying such estimates necessarily have corresponding boundary values.
For ordinary harmonic functions on Lipschitz domains in Euclidean space
these phenomena are well known. Here we establish them for Lipschitz
domains in compact manifold with C1 metric tensor, taking L=2&V as
in Sections 37.
Proposition 8.1. Assume u # H 1loc(0) satisfies
Lu=0 on 0, u* # L2(0). (8.1)
Then there exists f # L2(0) such that
lim
z  x
u(z)= f (x), a.e. x # 0, (8.2)
the limit taken nontangentially.
Proof. Let 0j Z0 be a smooth approximating sequence such as
described in Appendix A, and let fj=u |0j . The hypothesis (8.1) implies
& fj &L2(0j)C<. We have
u # Dj (( 12I+Kj)
&1 fj), on 0j . (8.3)
Now an argument parallel to the proof of Lemma 7.3 yields
&( 12I+Kj)
&1 fj&L2(0j)C0 & f j&L2(0j) , (8.4)
with C0 independent of j. Hence
gj=( 12 I+Kj)
&1 f j b 4j (8.5)
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is bounded in L2(0), so (passing to a subsequence) we have a weak limit
g # L2(0). Furthermore, by arguments similar to those in Section 7, we
have Dgj  u in 0, and hence
Dg=u on 0, (8.6)
so (8.2) holds with f =( 12I+K) g. K
The next result is a trivial consequence of Proposition 8.1 when L is the
flat Laplacian on Rn, since this operator commutes with xj . In our
setting an additional argument is required, but it is very closely parallel to
the proof of Proposition 8.1.
Proposition 8.2. Assume u # C 1loc(0) satisfies
Lu=0 on 0, ({u)* # L2(0). (8.7)
Then {u has a nontangential boundary trace at almost every boundary point.
In particular, there exists g # L2(0) such that
&u(x)= g(x), a.e. x # 0, (8.8)
the limit existing nontangentially. Also, u |0= f # H 1(0).
Proof. Take domains 0jZ0 as above, and set gj=&u | 0j . The
hypothesis (8.7) implies &gj&L2(0j)C<; of course gj # L
2
0(0j). We
have
u=Sj ((&12I+K j*)
&1 gj), on 0j (8.9)
and an argument very close to the proof of Lemma 7.3 yields
&(&12+K j*)&1 gj&L2(0j)C0 &gj&L2(0j) , (8.10)
with C0 independent of j. Hence
hj=(&12 I+K j*)
&1 gj b 4j (8.11)
is bounded in L2(0), so (passing to a subsequence) we have a weak limit
h # L2(0), and, parallel to (8.6), we have
Sh=u on 0. (8.12)
This gives (8.8), with g=(&12 I+K*) h, and also the last assertion of the
proposition, with f =Sh # H1(0). K
In closing, let us mention that the results in this section can be
generalized in various ways. In particular, it can be shown that a function
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u harmonic in 0 such that u*(x)<+ at almost every x # E, for some
E0, has a nontangential boundary limit at almost every point E (thus,
extending a well known theorem of Caldero n). Other variants are possible.
Fatou type theorems for positive harmonic functions are valid as well. We
leave the details to the interested reader.
9. UNIQUENESS RESULTS FOR LP DATA
As noted in Section 4, L2-inveritibility results for various boundary
integral operators automatically extend to L p-invertibility results for p
close to 2. In turn, this leads to solvability results for the Dirichlet and
Neumann boundary problems with L p data. Here we formally record such
results, and include corresponding proofs of uniqueness.
Proposition 9.1. Let 0 be a Lipschitz domain in a smooth, compact
manifold M, with C1 metric tensor. Let L=2&V, as in Section 5. Then
there exists ===(0, L)>0 with the following property. For 2&=<p,
there exists a unique solution to the Dirichlet problem
Lu=0 on 0, u* # L p(0), u |0= f # L p(0), (9.1)
satisfying
&u*&Lp(0)C & f &Lp(0) . (9.2)
The existence has already been established in Section 5, with (5.27). It
remains to prove uniqueness, when 2&=<p<2. To do this, we shall use
integration by parts against the Green function in (7.44) on a sequence of
approximating domains. Of course, this requires that we first show
appropriate bounds for this limiting argument to work. These bounds are
parallel to estimates established in [MiD].
Specifically, fix z # 0 and let q # (2, 2+=$] be such that 1p+1q=1. We
claim that if 0jZ0 and Gj (x, y) is the Green function corresponding to
each 0j , then there exists a constant C0 independent of j such that
&(Gj (z, } ))*&Lq(0j) , &({2Gj (z, } ))*&Lq(0j)C0 . (9.3)
To see this, recall that (perhaps upon shrinking =) S is an isomorphism of
Lq(0) onto H 1, q(0) and, by a similar argument to that used in the proof
of Lemma 7.3 together with the stability results in [KM],
& f &Lq(0j)C1 &Sj f &H1, q(0j) (9.4)
for any j and any f # Lq(0 j). Then (9.3), follows readily from (7.44).
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Now, if u solves (9.1) with f =0, Green’s formula gives
u(z)=|
0j
G j (z, } )
& j
u d_j . (9.5)
Thus, using Ho lder’s inequality and invoking (9.3), we get that
|u(z)|C0 &u&Lp(0)  0 as j  . (9.6)
Since z # 0 is arbitrary, this concludes the proof of the uniqueness.
Similarly, we can treat the Dirichlet problem with boundary data in
H1, p, for p close to 2.
Proposition 9.2. There exists ===(0, L)>0 with the following
property. For | p&2|<=, there exists a unique solution to the Dirichlet
problem
Lu=0, ({u)* # L p(0), u |0= f # H 1, p(0). (9.7)
Proof. For existence, take u=S(S&1f ), using the invertibility of
S in (7.45) for | p&2|<=, to get S&1f # L p(0), and then the mapping
property (3.47) on S. In this case, the uniqueness is already covered by
Proposition 9.1. K
The next result deals with the Neumann problem with L p boundary
data.
Proposition 9.3. Assume V=0 on 0. There exists ===(0, L)>0 with
the following property. For | p&2|<=, there exists a unique solution, modulo
an additive constant, to the Neumann problem
Lu=0, ({u)* # L p(0), &u |0= g # L p0(0). (9.8)
Proof. For existence, take u=S((&12I+K*)
&1 f ), using the inver-
tibility result (4.29). It remains to establish uniqueness, when 2&=<p<2.
In this case, one proceeds analogously to the case of the Dirichlet problem.
First, one has a Neumann function with pole at x # 0, by setting
N(x, y)=E(x, y)&S((&12 I+K*)
&1 (&E(x, } )&c))( y), y # 0. (9.9)
Here c is a constant, such that &E(x, } )&c has vanishing integral over 0.
(Note that c is independent of x.) Integrating against this function yields
that |u(x)|C, when u satisfies (9.8) with g=0. In particular, u* # Lq(0)
with 1p+1q=1, so that Green’s formula for u (plus a limiting argument)
finally yields {u=0 in 0. K
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There is an obvious analogue to Proposition 9.3 when V0 on 0 and
V>0 on a set of positive measure in 0.
10. MORE GENERAL ZERO ORDER TERMS
In this section we continue to consider L=2&V, on a smooth compact
manifold M with C1 metric tensor, with real-valued V # L(M), but we
relax the positivity hypothesis on V. We do continue to assume that V0
on O=M"0 , and that V>0 on a set of positive measure in each connec-
ted component of O. However, we no longer assume that V0 on 0.
In order for the material of Section 3 to work, we simply need that L be
injective on H1(M), i.e.,
u # H1(M), Lu=0 O u=0 on M. (10.1)
Then we obtain the inverse E satisfying (3.7) and the rest of the analysis
of Section 3, including particularly Proposition 3.6 and Theorem 3.7, holds.
We make one further hypothesis on V, namely that
u # H 10(0), Lu=0 O u=0 on 0. (10.2)
In such a case, we have an isomorphism L : H 10(0)  H
&1(0). We call the
set of conditions just set down the ‘‘nonsingularity hypothesis.’’ Under this
hypothesis, we have many of the results of Sections 4 and 5, starting with
Proposition 10.1 Under the nonsingularity hypothesis, the map
1
2I+K*: L
2(0)  L2(0)
is injective.
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 4.1, suppose f # L2(0) belongs
to ker ( 12I+K*) and form u=Sf, so Lu=0 on M"0. Now (4.2)
continues to hold, and to imply that u=0 on O, so Sf =0 on 0. Thus
u # H 10(0), Lu=0 on 0, (10.3)
so our hypothesis (10.2) implies u=0 on 0. Now, as in the proof of
Proposition 4.1, we see that f, equal to the jump of &u across 0, must
vanish, so Proposition 10.1 is proven. K
The arguments in Proposition 4.2-Corollary 4.5 go over without change,
and we obtain:
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Proposition 10.2. Under the nonsingularity hypothesis, the operators
1
2I+K,
1
2 I+K*: L
2(0)  L2(0)
are invertible.
Then, as in Theorem 5.1, we have:
Proposition 10.3. Under the nonsingularity hypothesis, given f # L2(0),
there exists u # C sloc , \s<2, such that
Lu=0 on 0, u* # L2(0), u |0= f a.e., (10.4)
given by
u=D(( 12I+K)
&1 f ). (10.5)
We can also establish a uniqueness result extending Proposition 5.5:
Proposition 10.4. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 10.3, if f =0 on
0, then u=0 on 0.
Proof. The proof of Proposition 5.5 works, including the application of
Proposition 5.4. The only difference is that we have more work to do, to
obtain the estimate (5.9), uniformly on a sequence of sufficiently closely
approximating smooth domains 0j to 0. We argue by contradiction. If it
is not possible to get this estimate, then there exists an infinite sequence
of such 0j and vj # H 10(0 j) with &{v j&L2(0j)=1 and hj=Lv j satisfying
&hj&L2(0j)  0. By Poincare ’s inequality, &v j&L2(0j)C>0. Taking a weak
limit v # H 10(0), we have &v&L2(0)C and Lv=0, contradicting the injec-
tivity hypothesis (10.2). Thus (5.9) holds, and the rest of the proof follows
as before. K
We move to a final level of generality, dropping the assumption (10.2),
while keeping all the other assumptions. Thus L can have a nontrivial
kernel on H 10(0), say
N(L)=[u # H 10(0) : Lu=0 on 0]. (10.6)
Clearly N(L) is finite dimensional. We call this relaxed hypothesis the
‘‘bare hypothesis.’’ In order to investigate solvability of (10.4) under this
bare hypothesis, it will be useful to have some more information on the
regularity of elements of N(L).
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Lemma 10.5. Under the bare hypothesis, we have
w # N(L) O w=w1+w2 , w1 # H2(0), ({w2)* # L2(0), (10.7)
and also w2 # C sloc(0), \s<2.
Proof. Pick a>&V&L , so L =L&a satisfies the strong hypotheses
made in Section 3. Then
w # N(L) O L w=&aw # H 10(0). (10.8)
Next, extend &aw to . # H1(M) by setting .=0 on M"0 and solve
L w1=. on M, w1 # H2(M). (10.9)
Note also that, if H1(M)/L p(M), which holds for all p< if
n=dim M=2 and for p=2n(n&2) if n3, then
w1 # H s, p(M), \s<2. (10.10)
Then w=w1+w2 on 0, with
w2 # H 1(0), L w2=0 on 0, w2 |0==&w1 | 0 . (10.11)
Our results on w1 imply that {w1 # H_, p(M), \_<1. Since such spaces are
invariant under Lipschitz diffeomorphisms, with which we can locally
smooth 0, the standard trace theorem then implies for the trace map
{u=u | 0 :
{ : H_, 2(M)  H _&12, 2(0). (10.12)
Applying the Sobolev imbedding theorem to the right side of (10.12) and
interpolating with the obvious result that { : H_, r(M)  L(0) for r_>n,
we obtain
{T # Lq(0), (10.13)
where we can take q= if n3, we can take any q< if n=4, and we
can take any q<2(n&1)(n&4) if n5. In all cases, we can take q>2 in
(10.13). By the results of Section 7 (applied to L ) we have
w2=S (S &1), (10.14)
where S is the single layer potential associated with L . This suffices to
yield (10.7). K
In fact, we have ({w2)* # Lr(0) for some r>2, in view of the results on
invertibility of S from (7.49).
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Before applying this lemma to solvability results, we parenthetically note
further estimates on elements of N(L) that follow from the method used
above. In fact, having proved Lemma 10.5, we now have w # Lq(0) for a
value of q larger than the p mentioned below (10.9). Hence w1 # H s, q(M),
\s<2, an improvement over (10.10). This implies an improved estimate on
, leading by Proposition 5.8 to an improved estimate on the solution w2
to (10.11), and hence implying w # Lq1(0) with q1>q. A finite number of
iterations of this argument (actually no iterations are needed if n5) yields
N(L)/L(0). Having this, we then have w1 # C s(M), \s<2, hence w2
solves (10.11) with  # Lip(0). Then Zaremba’s classical barrier argument
yields a Ho lder estimate on w2 , so we have
N(L)/C s(0 ), for some s>0. (10.15)
Further results on N(L) are linked to a study of the inhomogeneous
Dirichlet problem, a study we hope to take up in future work. We mention
that [JK2] has a detailed study of the inhomogeneous Dirichlet problem
for the flat Laplacian on Lipschitz domains in Euclidean space.
We return to our main line of argument. Lemma 10.5 implies that, for
w # N(L), &w is well defined on 0, and belongs to Lr(0), for some r>2.
The next result is the analogue of Proposition 4.1 in the current situation.
Proposition 10.6. Under the bare hypothesis, if f # L2(0), then
f # ker ( 12I+K*)  f =&w, for some w # N(L). (10.16)
Proof. The part of the proof of Proposition 4.1 that still works implies
that, under the bare hypothesis, if f # ker ( 12I+K*), then Sf # H
1(M) is
supported in 0 , hence Sf |0 # N(L), so (by the jump relations) the
implication ‘‘ O ’’ in (10.16) is seen to hold.
Conversely, suppose w # N(L), and set w* # H1(M) equal to w on 0, 0
on M"0. Consider Lw* # H &1(M), supported on 0. For any . # C (M),
we have
(., Lw*)=|
0
(L.) w d Vol. (10.17)
By (10.7) and (10.14), we can apply Green’s theorem and a limiting
argument to the right side of (10.17), to get
(., Lw*)=|
0
.
w
&
d_. (10.18)
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In other words, Lw* is &w times surface measure on 0. Now
w*=E(Lw*), so, for any w # N(L),
S(&w)={w0
on 0,
on O.
(10.19)
The jump relations for S finish the proof. K
Note that (10.19) implies a cleaner restatement of Lemma 10.5, namely
w # N(L) O ({w)* # Lr(0), (10.20)
for some r>2. In turn, the following is slightly cleaner than (10.16):
Corollary 10.7. The map w [ &w provides an isomorphism
& : N(L)  ker ( 12I+K*). (10.21)
Proof. That & is surjective in (10.21) follows from (10.16). If w # ker &
in (10.21), then, forming w* as in the proof of Proposition 10.6, we have
Lw*=0 on M. The unique continuation property for solutions to second
order elliptic equations implies that w*=0 on M, so we have injectivity in
(10.21) also. K
Now the arguments of Section 4 that *I+K and *I+K* are Fredholm
of index zero, for |*|12, still apply. Thus we have:
Proposition 10.8. Under the bare hypothesis, the operator
1
2I+K : L
2(0)  L2(0) (10.22)
has range equal to the orthogonal complement of &N(L) in L2(0), and
kernel of dimension equal to dim N(L).
We therefore have the following solvability result.
Proposition 10.9. Under the bare hypothesis, given f # L2(0), if
f=&N(L), (10.23)
then there exists u # C sloc(0), \s<2, such that
Lu=0 on 0, u* # L2(0), u |0= f a.e., (10.24)
given by
u=D(Tf ), (10.25)
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where T maps the orthogonal complement of &N(L) in L2(0) to the
orthogonal complement of ker ( 12I+K) in L
2(0), inverting 12I+K there.
This time we leave the issue of uniqueness, modN(L), to the motivated
reader. Nor will we take the space here to extend results of Sections 6 and
7 to the more general settings treated in this section.
11. THE OBLIQUE DERIVATIVE PROBLEM
Once again, we continue from Section 7 our assumptions on M, 0 , and
L. For the latter, we assume V=0 on a neighborhood of 0 .
The aim in this section is to discuss the oblique derivative problem for
L. Our arguments, building on an earlier idea of Caldero n ([C2]), make
essential use of the results devised in Sections 1, 3 and 8. Further
extensions in the Euclidean setting are in [KP, Pi].
In order to state our main result, recall that VMO(0), the space of
functions of vanishing mean oscillation, is the closure in the BMO ‘‘norm’’
of C(0), hence of Lip(0); cf. [CW] for a discussion in the context of
spaces of homogeneous type.
Theorem 11.1. Let w be an essentially bounded vector field on 0 which
belongs to VMO(0) and is transversal to 0, i.e., there exists a constant C0
for which
(&, w)C0>0 a.e. on 0. (11.1)
Then there exists =>0 small, depending only on 0 and w, such that for each
p # [2&=, 2+=] the following holds. For any g # L p(0) satisfying finitely
many (necessary) linear conditions, there exists u # C sloc(0), for all s<2,
with
Lu=0, ({u)* # L p(0), and wu |0= g. (11.2)
Moreover, the solution is unique modulo a finite-dimensional linear space
(whose dimension coincides with the number of linearly independent
constraints required for the boundary data).
In the proof of the theorem, the following commutator result from
[HM] (compare with results in [CRW, AT]) will be of importance to us.
Since the proof is short, we include it here for the sake of completeness.
Proposition 11.2. Let 1<p0< and let T be a linear operator which
maps the weighted Lebesgue space L p0| (R
n) boundedly into itself for every
weight | in the Muckenhoupt class Ap0 . Assume that the operator norm of
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T on L p0| (R
n) is controlled by the Ap0 constant of |. Then for any 1<p<
and any | # Ap , there exists a finite constant C>0 such that for any
b # BMO(Rn)
&[T, Mb]&L(Lp|)C &b&BMO . (11.3)
Here, Mb stands for operator of multiplication by b, [ } , } ] is the com-
mutator bracket, and & }&L(Lp|) is the strong operator norm on L(L
p
|), the
Banach space of all linear, bounded operators on L p|(R
n).
Proof. We shall closely follow [Jo]. First, by the extrapolation theorem
of Rubio de Francia [RdeF], T maps any L p| boundedly into itself,
1<p<, | # Ap , with norm controlled by p and the Ap constant of |.
Fix now p # (1, ), b # BMO, | # Ap , and let =>0 be sufficiently small
so that, for |z|=,
|e(Re z) b # Ap (11.4)
with Ap norm controlled by C( p, |) &b&BMO uniformly in z (cf. e.g.,
[Jo, pp. 3233]). The idea is now to observe that, perhaps with a some-
what smaller =, the analytic mapping
8 : [z : |z|<=]  L(P p|), 8(z)=Mezb TMe &zb (11.5)
satisfies &8(z)&L(Lp|)C &b&BMO for |z|<= and that
[T, Mb]=8$(0). (11.6)
The conclusion now follows by elementary considerations. K
Next we turn to the
Proof of Theorem 11.1. We look for u in the form u=Sf for f # L p(0)
to be chosen later. Note that at almost every x # 0 we have (with the
notation in Section 1)
(grad Sf )\ (x)=:
j, k
g jk(x)(jSf )\ (x) k
=  12 f (x) &(x)+P.V. |
0
gradx E(x, y) f ( y) d_( y).
(11.7)
In particular, if w # L(0), then
(wu)\ (x)= 12 (&(x), w(x)) f (x)+Tw f (x) (11.8)
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where Tw is the principal value singular integral operator given by
Tw f (x)=P.V. |
0
w E(x, y) f ( y) d_( y), x # 0. (11.9)
From results in Section 3 we know that Tw : L p(0)  L p(0) is bounded
for any 1<p<, and we next make the claim that, if w # VMO(0), then,
for each such p,
Tw+T*w is compact on L p(0). (11.10)
To show this, let us first assume that w is Lipschitz continuous on 0. In
this case the conclusion follows from an inspection of the kernel of the
operator Tw+T*w which, in local coordinates, is given by K(x, y)+
K( y, x), with
K(x, y)=:
j
wj (x) e0, j (x& y, y)+O( |x& y|&n+2&=), (11.11)
where e0(x& y, y) has been defined in (3.19) and we set e0, j (z, y)=
(e0 z j)(z, y). The key observation is that, since {1 e0(z, y) is odd in z,
K(x, y)+K( y, x) becomes
K(x, y)+K( y, x)=:
j
e0, j (x& y, y)[w j (x)&wj ( y)]
+:
j
[e0, j (x& y, x)&e0, j (x& y, y)] wj ( y)
+O( |x& y|&n+2&=). (11.12)
Since the metric is C1, {1e0(z, y) is C1 in the second variable (with
y-gradient bounded by C|z|&(n&1)) and w is Lipschitz, the expression
above is O( |x& y|&n+2&=) which clearly implies (11.10).
Passing to the general case when the vector field w is merely the BMO-
limit of a sequence w+ of Lipschitzian fields, we shall show that (11.10) is
still valid. The idea is that, while the first sum in the right side of (11.12)
is no longer O( |x& y|&n+2&=), this kernel still gives rise to a compact
operator on L2(0). In fact, by Proposition 1.7, we may utilize Proposition
8.2 for b=w&w+ and T the operator with kernel {1e0(x& y, y). Then,
our previous analysis plus a limiting argument readily yield the desired
conclusion. This completes the proof of (11.10) for VMO vector fields.
Our next claim is that, if w also satisfies (11.1), then
\12 (&, w) I+Tw : L
p(0)  L p(0) (11.13)
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are Fredholm operators with index zero for p near 2. To see this for p=2,
write
\12 (&, w) I+Tw=
1
2 [\(&, w) I+(Tw&T*w)]+
1
2 (Tw+T*w). (11.14)
By (11.1), the first term in the right side of (11.14) is strictly accretive or
strictly dissipative, respectively (depending on the choice of the sign), and
hence invertible on L2(0), whereas the second one is compact, by (11.10).
The invertibility of the first term for p near 2 follows from Proposition 4.7,
and again the compactness of Tw+T*w implies the desired Fredholm
property for (11.13).
Summarizing, we have shown that (11.2) is solvable whenever
g # Im(&12 (&, w) I+Tw : L
p(0)) (11.15)
and the right side (i.e., the range of the operator in (11.13)) is a (closed)
subspace of finite codimension in L p(0) for |2& p|=.
To see that (11.15) is also a necessary condition for the solvability of
(11.2), let us observe that, by the results in Section 8, any harmonic func-
tion u with ({u)* # L p(0), |2& p|=, is representable in the form u=Sh
in 0 for some h # L p(0). Consequently,
wu | 0=(&12 (&, w) I+Tw) h # Im(&
1
2 (&, w) I+Tw : L
p(0)).
Finally, by essentially the same arguments, any solution u of the
homogeneous version of (11.2) has the form u=Sh for some
h # Ker(&12 (&, w) I+Tw : L
p(0)). Thus, the dimension of the null-space of
the oblique derivative problem (11.2) is
dim Ker(&12 (&, w) I+Tw : L
p(0))=dim Im(&12 (&, w) I+Tw : L
p(0)).
This completes the proof of the theorem. K
By linearity and continuity, it is clear that Theorem 11.1 is actually valid
for vector fields in an L-norm neighborhood of any bounded, VMO
vector field transversal to 0. In fact, we can establish the following slightly
stronger result.
Proposition 11.3. Let w satisfy the conditions of Theorem 11.1 There
exists $=$(0, L, C0)>0 with the following property. Suppose w1 is an L
vector field over 0 such that (with C0 as in (11.1))
(&, w+w1) 12 C0 , &w1&BMO<$. (11.16)
Then the conclusion of Theorem 11.1 holds for w+w1 .
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Proof. We need to investigate the Fredholm property of
1
2 [&(&, w+w1) I+(Tw+w1&T*w+w1)]+
1
2 (Tw+T*w)+
1
2 (Tw1+T*w1).
(11.17)
As before, Tw+T*w is compact on L p(0). Now if we use w1 instead of w
in (11.12), we see that the second sum and the remainder on the right side
are still kernels of compact operators, with norm C &w1&BMO . On the
other hand, the first term on the right, while perhaps not yielding a
compact operator, does yield an operator of norm C( p)&w1&BMO , by
(11.3). Hence (11.17) is equal to
1
2 [&(&, w+w1) I+A+(Tw+w1&T*w+w1)]+B, (11.18)
with B compact on L p(0) and &A&C( p) &w1 &BMO . The invertibility on
L2 of the part excepting B follows as before, when C(2)$ is sufficiently
small. The rest of the proof follows as in Theorem 11.1. K
An important open question is whether Theorem 11.1 can be extended to
arbitrary L transversal vector fields.
Let us point out that, as in the flat case [C2], Theorem 11.1 can be used
to give another proof of the existence part in the Dirichlet problem (5.24)
for |2& p|<= (with a different integral representation). The idea is to con-
sider some fixed Lipschitzian transversal vector field w and, as a first
approximation, start with
u(x)=Dw f (x)=|
0
E(x, y)
w( y)
f ( y) d_( y), x # 0, (11.19)
for a suitable f # L p(0). The basic observation (cf. the calculation in
(11.12)) is that the boundary operator R&w( f )=Dw f | 0 differs from
1
2 (&, w) I+T*w only by a compact operator and, hence, it is Fredholm
with index zero on L p(0) for |2& p|<=. In particular, C(0)+Im Rw=
L p(0) which means that, for p close to 2, a solution to (5.24) can always
be found in the form
u=Dw f1+PI f2 , (11.20)
for appropriate f1 # L p(0), f2 # C(0).
APPENDIX A. LIPSCHITZ DOMAINS IN MANIFOLDS
Let M be a smooth, compact, orientable real manifold of dimension n.
An open set 0/M is called Lipschitz provided the following condition
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holds. For any p # 0 there exists U/M open neighborhood of p,
h : U  Rn local chart on M with h( p)=0, . : Rn&1  R a Lipschitz
function with .(0)=0, and =>0 such that
h(U & 0)=[(x$, .(x$)+t) : t # R, 0<t<=, x$ # Rn&1, |x$|<=]. (A.1)
We shall call the collection [(U, h)]p # 0 a special atlas near 0.
Note that if 0 is a Lipschitz domain then O=M"0 is also a Lipschitz
domain.
In what follows, we shall fix a Lipschitz domain 0/M and select a finite
special atlas [(Uk , hk)]1kK near 0 together with an open covering
[Vk]1kK of 0 such that V k /U k for 1kK.
For any }>0 let #} denote the truncated cone
#}=[(x$, xn) # R_Rn&1 : |x$|<}xn<}2]. (A.2)
A collection [#( p)]p # 0 of open subsets of 0 is called a regular family of
nontangential approach regions relative to the given special atlas near 0
provided there exist 0<}1<}2< so that, for any 1kK and any
p # Vk , we have #( p)/Uk and
#}1 /hk(#( p))/hk(#( p))"[0]/#}2 . (A.3)
Lemma A.1. For any Lipschitz domain 0/M there exists a special atlas
which admits a regular family of nontangential approach regions.
Sketch of Proof. Introduce a smooth Riemannian metric on M. First,
we construct a smooth, unitary vector field % on M such that, if n stands
for the outward unit normal defined a.e. on 0 then
(%( p), n( p)) c>0 (A.4)
at a.e. point p # 0. Clearly, this can be done by working in local coor-
dinates (where such a vector field can be chosen to be constant) and then
using a (positive, smooth) partition of unity to ‘‘patch’’ things up.
Fix some small $0>0 and for each p # 0 define
#( p)=[Expp(v) : v # Tp M, &v&<$0 , &(%, v) >1&$0], (A.5)
where Exp is the usual exponential function.
Now start from an arbitrary special atlas [(U, h)] near 0 and, corre-
sponding to each point p # 0, perform the following alteration. If p # U,
then further compose h with an Euclidean rotation and dilation so that the
resulting function (which we still denote by h) satisfies dhp(%p)=&en=
(0, ..., 0, &1) # Rn.
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For a fixed, small $1>0, restrict now h : U  Rn to a sufficiently small
open neighborhood of p such that
&(dhq(%q), en)>1&$1 , \q in that neighborhood. (A.6)
Call the resulting chart (Up , hp), p # 0. Now, since (Up)p # 0 is an open
covering of 0, choosing $0 , $1 small enough and invoking a compactness
argument finishes the proof. K
Given a Lipschitz domain 0/M, we fix a special atlas [(Uk , hk)]1kK
which admits a regular family of nontangential approach regions
[#( p)]p # 0 as described above.
The totality of parameters
Uk , hk , &{.k&L , =k , Vk , 1kK, }1 , }2 , [#( p)]p # 0 (A.7)
are said to determine the Lipschitz character (constant) of 0. In the sequel,
we shall indicate the quantitative dependence of an entity, (mostly
constitutive constants) say C, on (A.7) simply by writing C=C(0).
Assume M is equipped with a C1 metric tensor. It is frequently useful to
approximate a given Lipschitz domain 0/M with a sequence 0j of C
subdomains. We shall write 0jZ0 provided the following conditions are
true.
(i) There exists a finite, special atlas [(U, h)] near 0 which also
forms a special atlas near 0j for each j. Moreover, for each (U, h), if .
and .j are the corresponding Lipschitz functions whose graphs describe the
boundaries of 0 and 0j , respectively, in local coordinates (in U) then
&{.j&L&{.&L and {.j  {. pointwise a.e.;
(ii) There exists a sequence of Lipschitz diffeomorphisms
4j : 0  0j such that the Lipschitz constants of 4j and 4&1j are
uniformly bounded in j;
(iii) For each j, 4j ( p) # #( p) and 4j ( p)  p as j   uniformly in
p # 0;
(iv) Exist positive functions |j : 0  R, bounded away from zero
and infinity uniformly in j, such that, for any measurable set F/0,
F |j d_=4j (F ) d_j , where d_j denotes the surface measure on 0j . In
addition, |j  1 a.e. and in every L p(0), 1p<.
(v) If nj is the outward unit normal vector to 0 j , then nj b 4j con-
verges a.e. and in every L p(0), 1p<, to n, the outward unit normal
vector to 0;
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(vi) There exists a real-valued, smooth, vector field % in M and }>0
such that (% b 4j , nj b *j)}>0, at almost every boundary point on 0,
for all j.
A similar statement for a sequence of smooth domains 0j shrinking to
0 is valid. A proof of the existence of such an approximating sequence in
the Euclidean case can be found in [Ne, Ve], and this can be adapted to
work in the present setting also. Note that the Lipschitz constants of 0j
above are bounded in j.
The nontangential maximal operator, ( } )*, acting on functions u : 0  R
is defined by
u*( p)=sup[ |u(x)| : x # #( p)], p # 0. (A.8)
Also, the nontangential boundary limit (trace) of u is given by
u( p)= lim
x  p, x # #( p)
u(x), p # 0, (A.9)
whenever this exists.
It is important to observe that nontangential maximal operators corre-
sponding to different families of regular nontangential approach regions
have comparable distribution functions, i.e.,
_([ p # 0 : u*1( p)>*])r_([ p # 0 : u*2( p)>*]), \*>0. (A.10)
In particular, they produce comparable L p(0) norms.
B. AN INTRINSIC DESCRIPTION OF PRINCIPAL-VALUE
TYPE INTEGRAL OPERATORS
Consider p(x, !) # C 0S &1cl which has a principal part odd in !, and let
b(x, x& y) be the Schwartz kernel of p(x, D) # OPC0S &1cl . Let g be a fixed
C1 Riemannian metric on Rn and let r(x, y) denote the geodesic distance
(in the metric g) between two points x, y.
Further, let 0 be a bounded Lipschitz domain in Rn and denote by d_
the area element of 1=0 induced from the Euclidean structure of Rn.
Consider next the two principal-value singular integral operators
Bf (x)= lim
=  0 |[ y # 1 : |x& y|>=] b(x, x& y) f ( y) d_( y), x # 0,
(B.1)
B gf (x)= lim
=  0 |[ y # 1 : r(x, y)>=] b(x, x& y) f ( y) d_( y), x # 0.
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Our goal is to prove that in fact the above operators coincide pointwise a.e.
for any f # L p(0), 1<p<.
To this end, we shall find it useful to work with the corresponding maxi-
mal operators, given by
Bmax f (x)=sup
=>0 } |[ y # 1 : |x& y|>=] b(x, x& y) f ( y) d_( y)}, x # 0,
B gmax f (x)=sup
=>0 } |[ y # 1 : r(x, y)>=] b(x, x& y) f ( y) d_( y)}, x # 0.
(B.2)
We know that Bmax is a bounded operator on each L p(0) for 1<p<.
Since, by the size estimate on b(x, x& y) and the fact that Euclidean and
geodesic balls are comparable (and the constants are uniform if the center
belongs to a compact set), a standard argument gives
B gmax f (x)Bmax(x)+CMf (x), x # 0. (B.3)
Here M is the HardyLittlewood maximal function on 0 (the latter con-
sidered as a space of homogeneous type in the sense of Coifman and Weiss,
when equipped with the Euclidean surface measure d_ and the Euclidean
distance). Thus, we conclude that B gmax is also a bounded operator on each
L p(0) for 1<p<.
As it is well known from Caldero nZygmund theory, with the bounded-
ness of the maximal operators at hand, in order to conclude that b=B g we
only need to test the equality Bf =B gf on a dense subclass of L p(0), say
for f # Lip(0). Since, in this latter case, for x # 0,
Bf (x)=|
0
b(x, x& y)[ f ( y)& f (x)] d_( y)
+ f (x) \ lim=  0 |[ y # 1 : |x& y|>=] b(x, x& y) d_( y)+
and
B gf (x)=|
0
b(x, x& y)[ f ( y)& f (x)] d_( y)
+ f (x) \ lim=  0 |[ y # 1 : r(x, y)>=] b(x, x& y) d_( y)+ ,
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matters are reduced to proving that
lim
=  0 |[ y # 1 : |x& y|>=] b(x, x& y) d_( y)
= lim
=  0 |[ y # 1 : r(x, y)>=] b(x, x& y) d_( y) (B.4)
for a.e. x in 0.
The proof of (B.4), building on an earlier argument in [DV] (worked
out in a simpler geometric context), is accomplished in a number of steps.
First we show that removing an =-ball in the Riemannian metric g gives, in
the limit, the same result as removing an =-ball in the frozen metric. More
specifically, we claim that if Ux=[v # Rn : g jk(x) vj vk1] then
lim
=  0 |1"(x+=Ux) b(x, x& y) d_( y)
= lim
=  0 |[ y # 1 : r(x, y)>=] b(x, x& y) d_( y) (B.5)
at each boundary point. To see this, note that it is enough to prove that
lim
=  0 |1 & 2=(x) |b(x, x& y)| d_( y)=0 (B.6)
where 2=(x) is the symmetric difference of the geodesic ball centered at x
and having radius = and x+=Ux .
Now, (B.6) follows from two claims: the fact that the measure of
1 & 2=(x) is O(=n) as =  0, and that the integrand is O(=1&n) on the
domain of integration, uniformly for x in compact sets. The latter claim
clearly follows by our size estimates for the kernel b(x, x& y) (cf. the
results in Section 3). To see the former, we simply note that if #x, v(s) is the
geodesic emerging from x in the direction v # TxM with &v&=1 (here
M#Rn), then for small s (the arclength parameter),
#x, v(s)=x+sv+s2bx, v(s) (B.7)
for some function Bx, v(s) bounded in s uniformly for x in compact subsets
and v in the unit sphere of Tx M.
To justify (B.7), recall the classical EulerLagrange equations for a
geodesic curve (parameterized by its arclength s)
# j=1jkl#* k#* l=0. (B.8)
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Since the Christoffel symbols 1 jkl associated with a C
1 metric are locally
bounded (in fact continuous) and &#* &=1, it follows that &# x, v&C
uniformly in x and v. Thus, (B.7) follows from (B.8) and Taylor’s formula.
This concludes the proof of (B.6) and, hence, of (B.5).
Next, assume that x is a boundary point at which 0 has a tangent
plane. There is no loss of generality to assume that x=0, the origin in Rn,
which we shall do for the remaining of the proof. Going further, assume
that the boundary of 0 coincides in a neighborhood of 0 with the graph
of a Lipschitz function , : Rn&1  R with ,(0)=0. Note that, by our
assumption, {,(0) exists. In particular, there exists a positive, real-valued
function | so that limt  0|(t)=0 and
|,( p)&(2,(0), p) | | p| |( | p| ). (B.9)
In order to lighten the exposition, from now on we shall actually assume
that 1 is the graph of ,. The next step is to prove that (with U0 #Ux for
x=0)
lim
=  0 |1"(=U0) b(0, &y) d_( y)
=lim
=  0 |[( p, ({,(0), p) )  =U0] b(0, &( p, ,( p))) - 1+|{,( p)|
2 dp.
(B.10)
Once again, a familiar reasoning based on maximal operators and density
shows that it suffices to establish
lim
=  0 |[( p, ,( p))  =U0] b(0, &( p,( p))) dp
= lim
=  0 |[( p, ({,(0), p) )  =U0] b(0, &( p, ,( p))) dp. (B.11)
Letting 2= stand for the symmetric difference between the set
[ p : ( p, ,( p))  =U0] and the set [ p : ( p, ({,(0), p) )  =U0], we shall
eventually prove that
lim
=  0 |2= |b(0, &( p, ,( p)))| dp=0.
In fact, this will be a simple consequence of the fact that the (Euclidean)
measure of 2= is essentially O(=n&1|(C=)) since, clearly, the integrand is
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O(=1&n) on the domain of integration. In order to see this, consider for
instance the measure of
A= [ p : ( p, ({,(0), p) )  =U0]"[ p : ( p, ,( p))  =U0] (B.12)
(the other piece in 2= is handled similarly). Note that if p # A= the, by (B.9),
necessarily
( p, ,( p)) # 1 & [x # =U0 dist(x, Rn"=U0)<| p| |( | p| )] (B.13)
Therefore, the area of A= can be controlled in terms of the area of the
portion of the hypersurface 1 lying inside the ‘‘annulus’’
[x # =U0 : dist(x, Rn"=U0)<C=( sup
0<t<C=
|(t))]. (B.14)
The conclusion follows, and this proves (B.10).
Going further, the next step is to show that
lim
=  0 |[ | p|>=] b(0, &( p, ,( p))) dp
= lim
=  0 |[( p, ({,(0), p) )  =U0] b(0, &( p, ,( p))) dp. (B.15)
Let us observe that both domains of integration in (B.15) are symmetric
with respect to the origin in Rn&1 so that, if 2= stands for their symmetric
difference, then so is 2= . Furthermore, an elementary calculation gives that
2= /[ p : C=<| p|<C$=]. (B.16)
Therefore, by the antisymmetry of the kernel, the difference of the two sides
in (B.15) is dominated by
lim
=  0
1
2 } |2= [b(0, ( p, ,( p)))&b(0, (&p, ,(&p)))] dp }
C( sup
| p| =1, s # R
|{2b(0, ( p, s))| ) lim
=  0
|
[C=<| p|<C$=]
|( | p| ) | p|1&n dp=0.
This proves (B.15).
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The final step now is to observe that it is implicit in our proof so far that
lim
=  0 |[ y # 1 : |x& y| >=] b(x, x& y) d_( y)
=lim
=  0 |[ | p|>=] b(0, &( p, ,( p))) - 1+|{,( p)|
2 p. (B.17)
Therefore, (B.4) follows from (B.5), (B.10), (B.15), and (B.17).
The material above treats the first type of singular integral in (1.14).
A similar treatment works for the second type given there.
C. JUMP RELATIONS ACROSS A LIPSCHITZ SURFACE
Let 1 be a Lipschitz graph in Rn, of the sort considered in Section 1,
with surface measure d_ and downward-pointing unit normal n defined a.e.
on 1. Let 6x denote the tangent plane to 1, which is defined for almost
every point x # 1. Also, let k be sufficiently smooth in Rn"0, odd and
homogeneous of degree &(n&1), and denote by K the operator (1.15).
We gave the formula (1.22) for the nontangential limits of (Kf )(z), as
z approaches 1 from above or below. Here we prove this formula based on
the formulation of the limiting behavior derived in [DV].
In Proposition 4.3 of [DV] it is shown that, if f # L p(1 ), 1<p<, then
at almost every point x # 1 we have nontangential limits
(Kf )\ (x)=:\(x) f (x)+ lim
=  0 || y&x|>= k(x& y) f ( y) d_( y), (C.1)
where
:\(x)= lim
R   |6x & bR(x) k(x& y\n(x)) dy. (C.2)
Here BR(x) stands for the ball in Rn with center at x and radius R.
Given this, our formula (1.22) is equivalent to the statement that
lim
R   |6x & BR(x) k(x& y\n(x)) dy=\cnk
 (n(x)) (C.3)
where cn is a constant we will identify below. Verifying (C.3) can be tackled
directly, as an exercise in Fourier analysis, but we will take a slightly
different route.
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Namely, it is clear from (C.1)(C.2) that :+(x)=&:&( x), and that the
jump of Kf across 1 is equal a.e. to 2:+(x) f (x). Also, let us observe from
(C.2) that the jump coefficient :+(x) depends exclusively on k and the
tangent hyperplane 6x . Thus, to prove (C.3) we need merely show that, in
the case 1=6, a hyperplane in Rn, with unit normal n, the jump of Kf
across 6 is equal a.e. to 2cnk (n) f. Also, there is no loss of generality in
checking this when 6=[(x$, 0) : x$ # Rn&1], x=0, and n=(0, ..., 0, &1).
Furthermore, it suffices to consider a single f # S(6 ), such that f (0){0.
Then, for x # Rn"6,
Kf (x)=P&1(D)( f$)(x), (C.4)
where we write P&1(D) u=k V u for u # E$(Rn), so P&1(!)=(2?)n2 k (!).
Now
(Kf ) ^ (!)=(2?)&12 P&1(!) f (!$), (C.5)
and if f # C 0 (R
n&1), this differs from (2?)&12 P&1(0, !n) f (!$) by an
element of S$(Rn) that is integrable outside a sufficiently large ball. Thus
Kf &F is continuous on Rn, where F (!)=(2?)&12 P&1(0, !n) f (!$), i.e.,
F(x)= 12 iP&1(n) sgn(xn) f (x$). (C.6)
The nature of the jump of this function across 6 is clear; it is equal to
iP&1(n). Hence
:\(0)= 12 iP&1(n). (C.7)
This establishes (C.3), with cn=(2?)n22i, and it also proves (1.22).
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